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Magic has HIV

INSIDE:
Murray State University will host its second
Fall Senior Day Saturday, Nov. 16, for area
high school seniors,
their parents and
friends. Page 18

A festive beginning

NBA superstar retires,
vows to lead campaign
By DEBORAH HASTINGS

SPORTS:
Magic Johnson reduced
the sporting world to
tears with his
announcement that the
AIDS virus is forcing
his retirement at age
32. Page 14

FRIDAY
November 8
WORLD
NEW YORK — An estimated
1 million to 1.5 million Americans are infected with the AIDS
virus, and about 126,000 have
died of the disease since 1981,
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control reports. Page 2.

spoias

Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES — Rock Hudson proved movie stars could get
AIDS. Magic Johnson showed that
a hero to young, old, black and
white also is susceptible to the
deadly virus,
Johnson's revelation that he is
HIV-positive raises awareness of
the deadly disease by a "quantum
level" — especially among blacks,
doctors and AIDS activists agreed.
Within hours of Earvin Johnson's news conference Thursday,
calls flooded the National AIDS
Hotline switchboard outside
Raleigh, N.C., and reporters
scrambled to cover a conference in
Atlanta on AIDS in the black
community.

MORE ON MAGIC:
See page 8
He is one of the first prominent
black persons in our society who
has been willing to say, 'I have
HIV," said Fred Kroger, director
of the National AIDS Information
and Education program at the federal Centers for Disease Control.
"He has said he wants to do
something about it — and that will
really be a step forward. That has
been a missing piece."
Johnson, 32, who helped the Los
Angeles Lakers win five NBA
championships in 12 seasons,
retired from professional basketball
Thursday. He vowed to become a
(Cont'd on page 2)
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By PAULA PARRISH
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Norma
Savage has been counting and
stacking other people's money in
Louisville for more than 19 years.
Now she and her husband have
stacks of their own to count.
Her husband, Tom, was one of
two winners who turned in their
tickets Thursday and claimed

It was just a week ago when
Murray High dominated Marshall County in the finals of the
Second District Soccer Tournamentnither the Marshall players weren't that impressed with
the Tiger win, or they have poor
memories. Page 8.

WASHINGTON — Senate
Democrats are pushing a new
plan to extend benefits for the
long-term unemployed, but the
Bush administration and congressional Republicans say the
proposal is unacceptable. Page
2.

shares of the $42 million Lotto
Kentucky jackpot. The winning
combination of 1, 5, 19, 25, 35 and
38 was picked in Wednesday's
drawing.
Robert Coleman, of Raccoon, a
small, isolated country hollow in
southeastern Kentucky, was the
other winner.
After Uncle Sam takes a bite, the
two lucky winners split the jackpot
and take home $798,000 annually

for the next 20 years.
The outlets that sold the winning
tickets, the Dairy Mart 1 at 3610
Klondike Lane in Louisville and
Food City 446 in Pikeville, each
received a 1 percent bonus check
of $210,000.
During a news conference held
at the Kentucky Lottery headquarters in Louisville, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson praised lottery officials
and congratulated the winners, pre-

retired
senting them with their first checks ter. Coleman, a 57-year-old
d and
chuckle
major,
sergeant
Army
from the lottery.
would
he
whether
indicate
not
did
over
rolling
The lottery had been
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for almost 21/2 months before Sav- accept the offer. Raccoon
from
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25
about
area
remote
age and Coleman struck it rich.
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along
line,
West
the
Virginia
spent
each
The men, both retirees,
S5 on computer "quick picks" to stretch of narrow, winding highway
between Pikeville and Williamson,
hit the winning numbers.
W.Va.
Colegive
to
offered
on
Wilkins
"Everybody (the winners) know
man and his family a ride back to
peo300
Raccoon, a community of
ple, in the state's Sikorsky helicop- (Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway boardlliscusses projects, programs
By STEVE PARKER
Murraysledger & Times SUM Writer

Calloway County Board of Education had two important guests at
its regular meeting Thursday
morning.
At its facility hearing, held prior
to the meeting, the board delivered
its proposed plans to a facility
hearing officer sent down from the
capitol by the State Department of
Education.

Calloway County Schools superintendent Dr. Jack Rose is hopeful
that the district will not have to
depend on local help to fund the
renovation and expansion projects
that will affect each of the five
schools in the district.
"These projects will not necessarily be state funded," Rose said
at the conclusion of the regular
meeting. "We try to see that they
can be state funded and utilize the
state's facility program."

Callaway requested several
Priority I programs to the hearing
officer who will present those
requests to the State Department of
Education. Among them are: the
construction of 11 new classrooms
on the preschool level; four new
classrooms, the expansion of the
library and kitchen as well the construction of an auditorium at Calloway County High School.
"We have been in need of an
auditorium and have been working

•

FORECAST

to get one for some time," Rose
said of the requested auditorium.
Currently, the high school uses the
gymnasium as an auditorium. "An
educational theater is what we're
•
really after."
E.L. Howe, a CPA from the
accounting firm of Richardson,
Howe, Wilson of Murray, delivered
to the board the 1990-91 audit
report.
Howe said that the district is in
good financial shape and, "the best
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Jones drops hints
of state payroll cuts
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Tonight: Clear with a record
cold temperature. Low around
20. Light wind. Saturday: Sunny
and milder. High in the mid 40s.

financial assett for the system is its
cash in the bank," — $1.4 million.
"We're very fortunate in Calloway County to have a sound school
system and one that the people of
the community can be confident in
the way their money is being managed," said board chairman Rick
Murdock.
The board tabled the motion to
approve the 1990-91 audit until the

Associated Press Writer

One rule of thumb that will be
followed is that campaign fundraisers will not be placed in key
financial positions in government,
Jones said.
"I just believe that those whose
primary function in the campaign
was fund raising, that they should
not be in a position of dealing with
the budget," Jones said.
Specifically ruled out in that
regard were positions as secretary
of the Transportation and Finance
cabinets.
On the subject of campaign
finance, Jones said he now favored
some sort of partial public financing of campaigns as a reform measure. Jones said he did not make
that position clear during the election because he did not want to
suffer any political consequences.
Jones, who set spending records
for his campaign for lieutenant
governor and will spend another
record of nearly $8 million in his
race for governor, said he is passionate about installing lower contribution limits.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Lt. Gov.
Brereton Jones had the endorsement of most state employee organizations, but now that the election
is over it appears the new governor
may have public employment on
his hit list
Jones said Thursday he will
order a review of all state employment in light of the state's precariOtts budgetary situation.
During his campaign, Jones said
he wanted to examine if there were
political positions that could be eliminated in state government. On
Thursday, Jones said employees in
the state version of civil service
will also be subject to review.
"I believe the whole merit system needs to be analyzed, 'quite
s at Murray State University, looks
frankly, to make sure it's doing
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Democrats unveil
jobless benefits bill

To the test

(Coat'd from page 1)
Jones also touched on a host of
other topics during his news
conference:
aThe Dec. 10 inauguration will be
"frugal" in light of the budget
problems. Brenda Frank, a senior
campaign staff member, will lead
the inaugural activities. Jones said
private money could be raised to
finance the inauguration, but
donors would be revealed if that
happens.
*He will meet with House Speaker
Don Blandford and Senate President PTO Tern John "Eck" Rose on
Friday to discuss legislative matters, including the timing of a
potential special General Assembly
session on redistricting.
'He promised to keep education at
all levels his primary budgetary
consideration, but he refused to
commit to support Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen's
request for a $200 million budget
increase next year.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

!JP'S* w1994
CP91101411. 01111011,IT. AO

1181 Ni BUM 8118BIlf
Thursday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-3-4 (one. three,
four)

Shell

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
Democrats are pushing a new plan
to extend benefits for the long-term
unemployed, but the Bush administration and congressional Repu61icans say the proposal is
unacceptable.
Because of GOP opposition —
and a preference by House Democrats to write the measure differently — its future appeared doubtful. It seemed likely, at best, to put
President Bush in a difficult position by forcing him to oppose yet
another Democratic effort to help
victims of the recession.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, D-Maine, and other top
Senate Democrats introduced the
measure Thursday. Like two previous measures Bush has defeated, it
would provide up to 20 weeks of
benefits for people who use up the
regular 26 weeks of coverage.
"For us, the overriding need is
Mark Paschall, president or the Calloway County Farm Bureau, and Extension Agent Karen Hicks look
over a well-water testing kit sold Thursday night during a program to introduce the test to Calloway
County residents. The simple S4 test will enable residents to discover possible contaminates in their wells
and springs from pesticides and other chemicals. The program also featured tips for area farmers to limit
the chance of groundwater contamination by farm chemicals.

entire board had a chance to read
over the 74-page report.
Four new buses will be added to
the district's fleet after the board
gave administrators approval to
purchase one 78-passenger bus. one

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Murray, KY
1113A•866

South 12th St
Mon. thru En

Bel Air Center
Houls-by App'..

Under New
Ownership
305A S. 12th St..
(Next to Dumplin's)
753-0959
111. Scan 10 p.m.; Fri.. Nom - II p.m.
Hours.
p.m.: sun..! p.m.- 10p.
Sat_ 10 a.m.

handicap bus and two 18-passenger
vehicles.
Belcher Oil Co. was awarded the
fuel bid, and the district's lease
agreement with Murray (Independent) Head Start was approved.
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(Cont'd from page 1)
spokesman for the cause, especially
by telling young people about the
importance of safe sex.
AIDS is most often spread
through sexual contact or contaminated needles shared by drug
abusers.
Johnson did not say how he was
infected. He stressed that he does
not have full-blown AIDS.
An estimated 1 million to 1.5
million Americans arc HIV positive. As of Sept. 30, the CDC
reported 195,718 cases of AIDS in
the United States and 126,159
AIDS deaths since the epidemic
began in 1981. About 88,000 of the
AIDS patients are. minorities.
"This will make my community
take its head out of the sand and

759-1141
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Savage, who has five children
and five grandchildren, said he ran
upstairs to wake his wife and show
her the ticket.
"She said, 'I don't have to go to
work early this morning,' and
turned over and went back to
sleep," he said.

Magic has HIV...

Dixieland Center

DUAL CONIPOUNIodel 1500

ducts about five years ago after 35
years on the job.
"When more than three numbers
matched, I began to get very
excited," Tom Savage said.
"When I saw that I had all six
numbers, I thought I had read the
numbers wrong."

Lotto winners...
(ConI'd from page 1)
is going to have a deal for them
before tomorrow night," Wilkinson
jokingly warned.
Tom Savage, 67, said he didn't
really check his numbers until
about 5 a.m. Thursday. Savage
retired from selling chemical pro-

'Where your ideas turn to gold.

Buick LeSabre

At the same time, he said, "This
recession...is far less deep than the
previous recession and it is my
hope that we will come out of it."
While the official start of the recession has been dated to 1990, there
is widespread disagreement among
economists about whether the
recession has ended. The nation's
jobless rates were up last month
and leading indicators were down.

On Thursday, the chairman of
the House's tax-writing committee,
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, proposed
a tax cut for the middle class that
would be financed in in part by
levying new taxes on the well-todo.
"I'd love to be in a position to
pledge to every American, whatever, a tax cut," Bush said. But he
said "I don't want to do that when
I don't see how I can do that and
keep it within the budget."

(Cont'd from page 1)

renewal option approved for
upcoming accreditation. The board
recognized that CCMS principal
Marilyn Willis, the only middle
school facilitator in the state, will
be attending today's National
Middle School Conference in
Louisville.

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

1300

pushfeels..

Calloway board discusses...
(Coat'd from page 1)

to provide emergency benefits to
millions of Americans who need
them," Mitchell said.
The measure, costing about $5.5
billion, would let Bush choose
either of three options to pay for
the benefits.
He could declare an emergency
and allow the government to borrow the money, reduce the growth
of foreign aid or accept a package
of minor tax changes.
During the three-month fight
over the issue, Bush has been
opposed to borrowing because it
drives up the deficit. He also does
not want to pay for the benefits by
reducing foreign aid.
An administration official who
spoke on condition of anonymity
said the White House would
oppose the measure because it
could encourage Congress to try
the multi-option approach on future
bills.

realize that this is not a white, gay,
male thing," said the Rev. Carl
Bean, director of the Minority
AIDS Project.
Sidmel Estes-Sumter, president
of the National Association of
Black Journalists, said reporters
scrambled to cover the National
Minority Health Association's conference on AIDS in the black community on Thursday, after ignoring
it the day before.
"I really do think it'll galvanize
another quantum level of awareness by the public," said Roy
Schwarz, chairman of the American Medical Association's AIDS
task force.
"This brings that disease home,
everybody knows the Magic man,"
he said from Chicago.
In San Francisco, Dr. Mervyn
Silverman, president of the American Foundation for AIDS Research,
said Johnson's announcement
would encourage others to seek
diagnosis and treatment.
"This tragic news is going to
hopefully have an unprecedented
impact on the invincibility and
sense of denial felt by most Americans," Silverman said. AMFAR
was co-founded by Elizabeth Taylor, who became an AIDS activist
after Hudson, her friend, died of
AIDS in 1985.
Gay journalist Randy Shills,
whose groundbreaking book "And
The Band Played On" documents
the history of the AIDS epidemic,
said Johnson came forward at a
time of "complete and utter
apathy" about the disease.
The San Francisco Chronicle
reporter said, "This is a period in
which Congress has done nothing,
the president has done nothing and
the media has forgotten about it."

NEW YORK (AP) — An estimated I million to 1.5 million
Americans are infected with the
AIDS virus, and about 126,000
have died of the disease since
1981, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control reports.
The disease often appears
years after exposure to the virus.
AIDS is most often spread
through one of four routes: sexual contact; contaminated needles or syringes shared by drug
abusers; infected blood or blood
components; and from pregnant
women to fetuses they carry.
Infection through blood transfusions is now extremely rare in
the United States. Since the early 1980s, all donated blood has
been routinely tested for AIDS
contamination.
AIDS cannot be transmitted
through casual contact.
As of Sept. 30, the CDC had
received reports of 195,718
cases of AIDS and 126,159
AIDS deaths since the epidemic
began in 1981.
AIDS attacks the body's
immune system, its defense
against infection. As a result,
people with AIDS develop some
forms of cancer and a dizzying
array of infectious ailments,
including a serious form of
pneumonia.
The scientific name for the
virus that causes AIDS is human
immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV.
There are no known cures for
AIDS. But a growing number of
drugs are available to treat
AIDS-related ailments, and
many people with AIDS can
expect to live years longer than
they might have only a few
years ago.
•
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Murray State receives budget news at CHE meeting Monday
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Murray State University got
budget news in two different doses
at the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education (CHE) meeting in Louisville Monday.
First, campus officials learned
that Murray State's share of a higher education budget reduction for
the remainder of 1991-92 to meet a
state budget shortfall is $1,433,200
or 3.3 percent of the legislative
appropriation for this year.
Second, the CHE unexpectedly
tabled its system-wide funding
recommendations for the 1992-94
biennium and directed all state
institutions to submit new budget
information based on four different
scenarios reflecting much lower
levels of funding.
Each institution was asked to
submit the information by Nov. 8.
It will be used by the CHE to complement the full-formula budget
request in the recommendation to
be made to the General Assembly
for its session to begin in January.
The CHE will meet to determine
that request Nov. 13.
Cuts for the eight state universities and the University of Kentucky
system of 14 community colleges
for 1991-92 followed the same formula used by the CITE to distribute
funds appropriated for higher education by the 1990 General
Assembly.
The total cutback of $31.6 million for the state system came in
response to a request by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in mid-October
when he announced that 1991-92
state revenue projections had been
reduced by $155 million.
Murray State's original state
appropriation, less debt service, of
$39,706,200 for 1991-92 will be
revised downward to $38,273,000.
The cut drops Murray State from
91.6 to 88.3 percent of full funding

under the current CHE formula.
The state appropriation plus
revenues from tuition, fees, sales
and services, and auxilliary charges
make up the total university
budget, which will be cut from
more than $70.6 to about $69.2
million for the current year.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, Murray
State president, outlined plans
where decrements will be taken on
the campus in a memorandum distributed to faculty and staff Oct.
22. He said reductions in personnel
will be a "last choice."
He has emphasized that cutbacks
will be made "with principal consideration focused on the university's ability to fulfill its mission of
education" and that he expects to
consider each campus unit separately and avoid imposing horizontal cuts.
To determine where decrements
will be taken, deans and directors
are providing two reports that
address the budget reductions, one
indicating how units would meet a
4 percent cut and another a 7 percent cut.
Kurth will meet with top campus
officials early next week to review
the reports and determine the cuts
to be made. The plan developed at
that time will be presented to the
board of regents at a Nov. 16
meeting.
In a meeting with the Faculty
Senate Tuesday, Kurth explained
one of the major problems in making cuts four months into a budget
year.
"In some areas, particularly
filled personnel lines, it would be
difficult to make permanent cuts at
this time," he said. "Personnel
costs account for 70 percent of the
university's eduational and general
budget. Instead, such strategems as
freezing new hires and cutting back

on travel may be necessary."
CHE member Kevin Hable, a
former state budget director, made
the motion to table the 1992-94
biennial budget recommendation
Monday. He said CHE staff recommendations that project 90 percent
funding of the higher education
formula in 1992-93 and 100 percent in 1993-94 were unrealistic.
Projections suggest that only
$600 million in new money will be
available for state agencies and
funding new initiatives in the next
biennium, according to Hable. CHE
staff recommendations call for
$300 million to be devoted to higher education.
Hable said the assumption that
half would go to higher education

is so far out of line that the original
CHE recommendations would be
meaningless. Instead, the CHE
asked state institutions to submit
four scenarios based on these
assumptions:
'That higher education will receive
$31.6 million in new money, an
amount equal to the cut this year,
in 1992-93, the first year of the
biennium, and no increase in
1993-94, the second year. Since a
formula different from the one used
to make the cuts would be applied,
Murray State would actually
receive less in 1992-93 than the
original 1991-92 appropriation.
'That higher education will receive
approximately $40 in "basic needs"
new dollars for each year of the

next biennium. Basic needs are
defined as fixed costs, 5 percent
raises for personnel and Kentucky
Education Reform needs.
• That higher education will
receive approximately $65 million
in additional funding for each year
of the biennium, which would
move funding to 88 percent of the
formula by 1993-94.
*That higher education will receive
approximately $75 million in additional funding for each year of the
biennium, which would achieve 90
percent formula funding.
Each institution was asked to
identify programs connected with
its mission that would have to be
cut to achieve the various scenarios. All four scenarios assume that

the budget cut of 1991-92 will not
be reinstated and that any capital or
other outside-the-formula requests
will be supported without additiona) funds.
Kurth said the bleak budget
prospects presented by Hable and
adopted by the CHE for the next
biennium will make decisions
about budget decrements during the
current year even more important.
Whatever the outcome, he said
Murray State will pursue the fundtrig priorities established earlier in
1991. Once fixed costs are covered,
efforts to save jobs, support KERA
in schools in the region and provide salary increments as high as
possible for faculty and staff will
remain the top priorities.

For Your tomenience Now Otters

Steve Durbin, Broker/Owne

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday

Needed Sales Associates And
Your House To Sell
'Past President - Murray Calloway County Jaycees
•Past Quarte, Master - VFW Post 'Current Commander VFW Post

1415 B. Main St., Murray

Ship Weekly & Save money
%1-1, 9 a.m.- K p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
641 %.
Ohmpic Plata
753.2380

759-1161

SANCTIONS ON SERBIA
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ROME — The European Community agreed today to impose economic
sanctions on Yugoslavia after two months of abortive efforts to end a fourmonth-old civil war. The action was directed mainly at socialist Serbia, the
dominant republic in Yugoslavia that has seized about a third of secessionist Croatia. An EC official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
sanctions were adopted during a meeting of foreign ministers of the 12-nation trading bloc. The EC is suspending a 1980 trade and economic cooperation agreement, curbing imports of Yugoslav textiles and suspending a
Western economic aid program, he said.

NATO'S NEW ROLE
ROME — Western allies met today to bring down the curtain on a watershed
summit affirming U.S. leadership of NATO arid urging strong central control
of Soviet nuclear weapons. Heralding a new era in the 42-year-old North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, President Bush and the leaders of the 15 other
NATO nations were reaching out to the Soviet Union and other old adversaries in Eastern Europe with the promise of "a new era of partnership."
Today's closing session offered closer ties with NATO — but not membership — for the members of the now disbanded Warsaw Pact and the newly
independent Baltic states of Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia. The closer ties
could provide Western expertise in controlling Soviet-trained military forces
and converting defense plants into civilian uses. The two-day summit, in a
heavily guarded hotel on the edge of the city, marked a turning point in
NATO, which was founded to protect a shaky Europe from the threat of surprise Soviet attack. "We can consider the Rome summit a sort of new birthday for the alliance," proclaimed Italian Foreign Minister Gianni De Michelis.

PLUTONIUM PIRATES?
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TOKYO— Starting next year, Japan plans to ship 40 tons of plutonium from
Europe in what critics say is an invitation to piracy on the high seas by
groups or nations with terrorist aims. Worries about what could happen to
the deadly cargoes during the seven-week, 17,000-mile voyage — with their
only protection a Japanese coast guard cutter — are rousing sharp opposition. The Japanese government insists the protection is adequate. Under a
postwar agreement, the United States controls Japan's nuclear imports, and
the Bush administration appears prepared to sanction the shipments despite
earlier misgivings by the Pentagon. Critics still hope Washington will block
the shipments to begin next fall. They point to nightmare scenarios. In one,
a renegade Third World leader like Saddarn Hussein could use his navy to
overwhelm the escort ship and seize the plutonium, convertible to nuclear
weapons use.

SAVE ON WINTER APPAREL FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
SATURDAY Thru MONDAY, NOV. 9-11
FOR WOMEN

JEWELRY

FOR BOYS & GIRLS

25% OFF
•

OFF
50%
• STONE PENDANT/EARRINGS

OFF
25%
OUTERWEAR

ADONNA', FANTASIA', &
NICE 'N SPICY' LINGERIE
• SOFTSKINS• BRIEFS
BUY 2, GET 1 FREE BY MAIL
Good Ice purchases made Oct

1311 through Now Itth.

• SELECTED BLUE TOPAZ/
AMETHYST RINGS

FOR MEN

• ALL
• ALL SOCKS & UNDERWEAR
• ALL BOYS' & GIRLS' COORDINATES

20% OFF
• ALL BOYS' & GIRLS' DENIM JEANS

• ALL MISSES' & JUNIORS'

SLEEPWEAR
Sale prices elisceve through Nov. 151h.
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KET telecourses are fully
accredited college-level
courses conveniently
broadcast into your own home.
The following KET telecourses
will be offered at various
Kentucky colleges and
universities in the
1992 spring semester:
America: The Second Century
Business and the Law
The Business of Management
The Earth Explored
Economics USA
Faces of Culture
Government by Consent
Portrait of a Family
Voices and Visions
War and Peace in the Nuclear Age
The Western Tradition II

For a free spring semester telecourse
booklet listing KET telecourses
available at a college or university
near you, call KET toll-free.

• HAGGAR' SUITED SEPARATES

25% OFF
• ALL

JUNIOR COLLECTIONS
• ALL WORTHINGTON' APPEAREL
Sele

prim oftiocto through Nov. 1511%.

Sold separately:
Now 97.99 Haggar• coat
Now 42.00 Haggai° trousers

SALE 4.99, ,8
27.99
TO
23.99
SALE
• JCPENNEY COLLECTION
• ALL HAGGAR' SLACKS AND
BATH TOWEL
CASUAL PANTS

50% OFF
• SPECIAL COLLECTION OF
WATCHES FROM SEIKO'
AND PULSAR'
• STERLING SILVER
• SPECIAL COLLECTION OF
PEARL STRANDS
• 14 KT GOLD CHAINS,
BRACELETS & EARRINGS

OFF
25%
TO
35%
MEN'S
• ALL
SWEATERS
25% OFF
• MEN'S LEVI'S' JEANS

Sale 3.99 Reg $8 Hand towel
Sale 2.29 Reg $3 Wash cloth

• USA OLYMPIC BRAND FLEECE
CREW OR PANT

25%
OFF
$6 TO $11 OFF
• ALL MEN'S SOCKS AND UNDERWEAR
FROM STAFFORD', LEE WRIGHT',
TOWNCRAFT' AND HUNT CLUB'.

• SELECTED NIKE° AMD REEBOK'
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

Regular prices weaves. In dee ad are °Hering prices only.
Salo. may ier obey net novo boon inside at regular prices.

C19111 JCP•nney Company, Inc.
Jownsiry vailabb only et JCPwwwri Wen rib rine amity
ileoar intend Dimond,constitute be grellitednius. Wenn
bon way very by MOM. SORMI berchoilliss mey not be
belied, it every store N en ill= is not rabbit iivow
newest JCPentaly stare. vie ad gluey add it kr you

Catalog Phone.
759-4080
1.800,222-6161

Oilice Phone.
759-1400

Sale prices tilleellve through Nov. 1 lily, unless otherwise noted.
Percentages all represent savings on regular prices or original
prices.. Internam!** markdown* may Neve been taken on
prices. Reductions on original priced eserchanciee
elective until stock le depleted. Al este* exclude JCP•nryey
Smart Values. "Nowf prices represent savings on regular
prices.

Salon Hours:
Mon -Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. 8 Fri. 9-i
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Store 140urs.
Mon.-Sal. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
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Letters to the Editor

Seek support for cemetery road
Dear Editor:
On Feb. 18, 1845, the governor of the state of Tennessee, James C.
Jones, deeded to the trustees of the Mt. Pleasant Meeting House, a parcel
of land containing eight acres. The purchase price of this land was .12V2
per lat.
This is the first known record of the present Mt. Pleasant Methodist
Church located approximately one mile south of the Kentucky-Tennessee
state line in Henry County, Tenn. near the old Clayton store.
Stories passed down from generations tell that the first person buried in
the cemetery was a small child of a gypsy family camped in the area. The
second person buried there was Mary Allbntten, wife of John Manley Allbriuen in 1839. Her tombstone is still standing in the cemetery today.
The cemetery committeemen are in the process of getting a road made
around the cemetery so that you can drive all around it As you know, this
will take money in order to see that this goal of a new road is met. If you
have relatives buried at Mt. Pleasant or are just a concerned friend of the
community and would like help make this goal a reality, a fund has been
set up for this purpose. You may send your donations to Dees Bank of
Hazel, Mt Pleasant Cemetery Road Fund, POB 125. Hazel, KY 42049'
Herbert Brent Clayton, Brent Williams, Gerald Ray
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Committeemen

Dickens' Christmas being planned
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Dear Editor:
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club is now in the
final planning stages for Dickens' Christmas, an annual old-fashioned
event held at no charge to the public. Located this year at Murray State
University's Roy Stewart Stadium on Dec. 6-7, Dickens' Christmas promises to be, as always, filled with music, drama, children's activities, storytelling, old-fashioned craft demonstrations and the simple joy of the
Christmases of yesteryear.
We feel last year's successful event truly brought together the community with an estimated attendance of over 5000, and this year the festivity..
promises to be an even larger and more inspiring introduction to the
beginning of the Christmas holidays.
We sincerely thank all who have helped us in the past and, again, ask
for those in the community who have the talent and resources for assistance this year_lf you or__your ocga ivan help,, please contact:
*Greenery (we will cut); Dana Hoffman, 759-4512.
'Music or drama entertainment, Joyce Hughes. 759-9200.
•Old-fashioned crafts demonstrations; Kathy Wilson. 753-6042.
•Horne-baked cookies; Vickie Holton, 753-8756.
•Donations of any kind, including white Christmas lights or red ribbon.
Cindy Towery, 753-3966.
*Horse and buggy rides; Lynn Ryan, 753-2793..
Together we can make the 1991 Dickens' Christmas a community project to highlight the "old-fashioned" goodwill that is a true essence of the
Christmas holiday.
Jeanne Clark (753-3332), Gale Cornelison (753-9909)
Co-Chairmen, Dickens' Christmas
Sigma Department, Murray Woman's Club

World editorial roundup
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Nov. 4; The Charlotte (N.C.) Observer on the economy:
With the election just a year away, President Bush's political antennae
are beginning to quiver at the criticism that he has no domestic policy. and
no interest in the nation's increasingly obvious and ominous domestic
problems — and with good reason.
Middle-class Americans are beginning to realize that they were largely
left behind by the economic boom of the '80s and have no prospect of
catching up with the nation in a prolonged recession. Polls show their
dissatisfaction is seriously eroding the unprecedented popular support ...
Bush enjoyed just a few months ago.
Reports from inside the White House indicate that the president is getting conflicting advice from his Cabinet and key Republicans in Congress.
Some say hunker down and hope that the economy will rebound before
the election. Others say come up with some bold new policy initiative.
But so far, all the administration has come up with is another call for a
cut in the capital gains tax — a proposal that, whatever its theoretical
merits, is an insulting joke to average Americans who have no capital
gains to tax. ...
What most Americans surely want, and have a right to expect, are fair
and reasonable taxation. a solvent government that can afford to meet its
obligations, an opportunity to compete for a fait share of the benefits of a
sound and growing economy, the assurance that they won't be denied
medical care because they can't afford it, renewed confidence that promised pensions and Social Security benefits will be there when they need
them, and the reasonable expectation that their children, if they're willing
to work, will be able to carve out a good life in the years ahead.
Oct. 31; The Sun Herald, Biloxi, Miss. , on the federal deficit:
While the Braves didn't win the World Series, fans can still be proud of
their team's complete turnaround from worst to nearly the best.
But fans of the federal government have nothing to cheer about in the
record our government set for Fiscal Year 1991: the record $268.7 billion
budget deficit.
The record is certainly impressive, though, bigger by far than the
record it broke, which was $221.1 billion, set in 1986.
It's not that the government didn't have enough money to spend. It certainly did. It had $1.05 trillion, 2.2 percent more cash than it had the year
before.
Trouble is, the government spent $1.3 trillion, which is 5.7 percent
more than it went through the year before. ...
The 1991 deficit gets added to the national debt, which is now at
$4021 billion. To feed that monster, taxpayers must pay out $304 billion
in interest this year. That's $832 million a day. The burden breaks down
to $3.33 every day for every man, woman and child. ...
You get nothing back for the daily $832 million, except a good credit
rating for your government.
It's no record to be proud of. It's a national shame, not just on Congress but on all of us, too.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers arid residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all lettent must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledre&
c
ne,
ge
trims reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

WASHINGTON — In the aftermath of the hearings on Judge
Clarence Thomas, we are witnessing an atmosphere of virulence
beyond anything I can recall in
recent years. A poisonous smog has
settled. Thomas has now been
sworn in as an associate justice of
the Supreme Court, but his enemies
won't let go.
This is unlike Washington. The
unrelenting hostility to Thomas
violates all the canons of civility
and protocol by which the capitol
lives. Grudges are expensive. At
the centers of power one cannot
afford to keep them long. When the
Senate rejected Robert Bork four
years ago, the wounds were deep
and painful, but once the vote was
taken the smoke of battle lifted and
the city went on about its business.
This is different. It is as if some
long-festering boil on the body
politic had been lanced. All the pus
has erupted. Old infections bubble
up. Ted Kennedy goes to Massachusetts publicly to confess his
sins. In Wyoming, Alan Simpson
says mea culpa, mca culpa, my
fault, my fault
This city serves as headquarters,
or a: least rallying ground, for
resurgent. militant feminism. The
major black organizations are here.
The principal news media are here.
Professional, full-time advocates of
civil rights are here. These are
talented people, highly paid. They
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James Kilpatrick
Syndicated columnist
lost in the Senate, and they bitterly
hate to lose. A spirit of vindictiveness animates them now.
Hendrik Hertzberg, Washington
diarist for The New Republic,
spurted venom in his dispatch for
Nov. 4. Thomas "has forfeited his
honor and besmirched his country."
Thomas conspired in "a deliberate
lie." Thomas embraced a "poisonous accusation" against Anita Hill.
Thomas displayed "a coarse contempt for the very concept of
evidence."
That last charge is of interest. In
his uncontained fury Hertzberg
asserts that Hill's veracity was
"indisputably proved" by the supportive testimony of four persons
in whom she had confided a decade
ago. Bosh! The testimony proved
nothing. It was "evidence" of the
flimsiest kind.
The four witnesses testified —
we may assume they testified truthfully — that Anita Hill told them
certain things. Asked for independent corroboration, each of the four
confessed to having none. All they

knew was what Hill told them.
Hertzberg recalls the strange
case of Tawana Brawley, and
attempts to fashion a parallel. The
attempt fails. Brawley is the black
girl who faked a story several years
ago of being kidnapped and abused
by whites. Comparing Thomas to
Brawley, Hertzberg says that Brawley "began with a relatively small
lie." Then the lie grew, as she
sought to distract attention from its
inconsistencies. Finally the small
lie became a big lie, as outsiders
applied pressure. In the end "an
entire community was riven by
racial bitterness and demagogy."
The supposed parallel might with
equal application be reversed. More
than half the country, according to
polls of public opinion, believes
that Anita Hill, not Clarence Thomas, is the "Tawana Brawley" of
this affair.
It is entirely plausible that in a
conscious or subconscious effort to
claim a spotlight, to be the object
of sympathy and attention, Hill
long ago embroidered a petty inci-

dent. She tells four friends, adding
stitches. Poor Anita! He said that?
He really did? The creep! How can
you styli to be near him? Anita
becomes an object of compassion.
She enjoys the solicitude. Curiously, when Thomas is nominated for
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, the most powerful of all the circuit courts, she
says nothing.
Now Thomas is nominated for
the high court. Rumors of her confidences begin to circulate. The
four friends are talking. The FBI
calls. The little lie, the small
embroidery, is getting huge. She
proposes to tell her tale to the committee, but on condition: she cannot be identified. Chairman Joe
Biden refuses; he will not tolerate a
shot from ambush. Calamity
ensues. Pope said it all: "Oh, what
a tangled web we weave, when first
we practice to deceive!"
I don't know that it happened
that way. No one knows but Anita
Hill. The Senate disbelieved her
52-48. May we have an armistice?
Let us stop the bloodshed! We hear
rumors that publicity-seeking members of the House are about to
introduce a resolution of impeachment. If so, it will charge Thomas
with perjury. Such a resolution
would go nowhere, but in this sad
business, nowhere is quite far
enough.

Despite talk, sky hasn'tfallen on Bush yet
By WALTER R. HEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Not long ago, Democrats were lamenting a shortage of 1992 challengers, President Bush was supposed to be the invincible man and triumphs abroad were strengthening the Republicans' standing at home.
That's changed.
But the political sky has not fallen on the WhiteHouse, despite an alarmist look there and a claim from Democrats that the president is in reelection peril.
While Bush's early advantage has diminished, it hasn't been reversed.
The president has not been overtaken, only shown to be potentially vulnerable — in the right circumstances, to the right challenger, on the right
issues. It is a combination that has eluded Democratic nominees in all but
one of the last six presidential elections.
There's a full campaign year to go, the Democrats have to come up
with a nominee from a field of six, or perhaps seven if New York Gov.
Mario Cuomo should ever decide to run.
"I'll be facing a tough fight," Bush said Wednesday. "All of these
people that are candidates are tough and nobody's going to be taking anything for granted."
The president and his political aides have said that before. Lately, they
act as though they believe it_ The economy isn't on the rebound of Bush's
summertime forecasts, and the voters are angry and taking it out on the
,
people in power.
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Bush Republican with star billing and White House help by a Democrat
who ran on issues and themes the party hopes will register nationally
against Bush next year.
This was really a test race." said Ronald H. Brown, the Democratic
national chairman. "... And yes, George Bush is in trouble, and he should
be, because he's got no solution for the economic problems in America."
Former Attorney General Dick Thornburgh, the Pennsylvania loser,
said the race had indeed taken on national proportions because it
"became a referendum on larger issues," especially economic concerns.
But he said it would be oversimplification to call it a vote against Bush
when people really were voting against the status quo.

That didn't follow party lines — in New Jersey, Republicans took over
a Democratic legislature; Mississippi broke with history and elected a
GOP governor, ousting a Democrat.
And Pennsylvania winner Harris Wofford had a warning for his own
party, saying that the Democrats need to broaden their programs, "not
remain a party focused to a considerable extent on the very poor ...."
Furthermore, Democrats have not settled on their own solutions to the
economic slump. Their leaders agree on middle-class tax relief, but not on
specific terms. They want health care and health insurance reform, but
with no consensus on what to do about it.
Bush said he'll have a health care plan, although he did not say when.
He also offered to work with Congress "to come up with something
new" in k package to spur economic growth. He used to insist that it
wouldn't -be-necessary. .
But the president said he reads the message behind Wofford's Pennsylvania surprise — "they're hurting out there, they're concerned about their
livelihood ....
"So listen ... we'll go the extra mile and we'll try even harder," Bush
said at a crack-of-dawn news conference before flying to Rome for a
NATO summit.
Bush put off a 10-day trip to Asia and Australia to stay home and tend
to domestic problems, but he said it was crazy to call that a symptom of
White House panic over the political situation. He said it was because
Congress might still be in session and "all kinds of crazy things can happen with this crowd ...." The trip was called off before the Pennsylvania
upset.
Democrats have been claiming for months that Bush is a president
without a domestic agenda. When he vetoed an emergency extension of
unemployment benefits, they said he was willing to spend money on foreign emergencies but wouldn't help Americans. Lately, they've been complaining about his travels abroad.
"... They get under your skin ...," Bush has acknowledged.
Even so, and despite a slump in the public opinion polls, Bush still
holds the highest job approval ratings of any president in 30 years at this
point in a first term.
"I don't live and die by the polls," he said. "Thus I will refrain from
pointing out that we're not doing too bad in those polls."

Fate ofeconomy hangs by a shoelace
-1.got a hole in my shoe," said
Slats Grobnik, "but I don't know
what to do about it"
What are you talking about?
Your choices are simple. Get a new
pair of shoes or get the old pair
resoled.
"It ain't that simple."
Of course it is, unless you want
to go barefoot.
"No, I wanna do what's best for
the country."
What does a hole in your shoe
have to do with the well-being of
this country?
"See? You never did know
nothing about economics, did you?
The hole in my shoe is what this
recession is all about."
Your shoe?
"That's right Ask any of them
Washington economists and they'll
tell you."
Why don't you tell me?
"OK. It works this way. If I go
out and buy a new pair of shoes.
I'm gonna be spending money on
consumer stuff, right?"
Obviously.
"See, the shoe store makes a
buck and the guy who measures my
foot in the shoe store gets his paycheck, and the shoe company
makes a buck and can pay the
workers and some of it goes to
other guys who make the shoelaces
and the shoeboxes and ship the
shoes and so on. And maybe
there's even something in it for the
guy who hits the poor cow on the
head to get the hide to make my
shoe. That's what these economists

Good Times Charlie."
Then, by all means, do the right
thing and put your money in the
bank. Your deposit could help
some industry expand, do valuable
research and development, and
compete in the global marketplace.
"Maybe, but I ain't sure about
that, either. See, I been listening to
the To Hell with Tomorrow expercall the Good Times Charlie
effect."
I've never heard of that, but I'll
take your word.
"See, when I buy a new pair of
shoes, I'm really juicing up the
economy."
Yes, but it's possible your new
shoes will be made in Italy, so that
could reduce your fiscal impact.
"Nah, I only buy American-made
shoes. If I bought Italian shoes,
with those little tassles, my wife
would think I'm playing around."
That's always a telltale sign.
"Anyways, that's what a lot of
the Good Times Charlie money
experts say I should be doing. Buying new shoes, letting my feet help
get the economy revved up."
You're right. So do it At this
very moment, some shoe manufacturer might be preparing to lay off
half his work force, and a store
might be preparing to file for bankruptcy. All because of your tightfistedness and indecision. And buy
some new socks, while you're at it.
The Dow Jones average might soar
to record heights.
"Wait a minute. I just told ya'
my first option. See, I don't only

listen to them Good Times Charlie
economists. I pay attention to what
the Nickel Biters say, too."
The Nickel Biters? I have not
heard of that school of economics.
"Sure you have. But not lately.
They ain't been saying much. But
the Nickel Biters are the ones who
say that the trouble with the economy is that we don't save enough.
We been Good Times Charlies for
too many years. Not like the Japanese, who stash a chunk away every
week, so they can buy our golf
courses. So we blow our paychecks
and go in hock. Then there ain't
money piled up in the banks to
lend to our businesses and industry.
And it's not just me. It's the government, always running to Japan
to borrow money, like a horseplayer to his juice man."
What does this have to do with
the hole in your shoe?
"What a dummy. See, if I don't
buy the shoes, and get Tony the
shoemaker to put on new soles
instead, then- I got some extra
scratch in my pocket. And I can
take it to the bank and put it away.
Then I'm helping the economy by
being a Nickel Biter instead of a

I have to admit, that is an unfamiliar school of economics.
"Boy, you're out of it. That's the
hottest pitch going these days. See,
even if I want to save, there's no
percentage in it. The banks ain't
paying enough interest forame to
keep up with inflation. And the
White House wants to shove down
the juice rates even more, so everybody will go into hock and buy
stuff. So if the banks are playing
low -ball on what they pay me in
interest, why should I save? I
might as well be a Good Time
Charlie, right?"
But you don't want to get into
debt, do you? Remember, it was
massive, mindless borrowing that
made the '80s a financial debacle.
And you should heed the words of
Shakespeare.
"He talked about a hole in his
shoe?"
No, but he said: "Neither a borrower, nor a lender be."
"Shakespeare said that?"
Yes, and no greater writer ever
lived.
"Now I know why Ronald Reagan never played Hamlet."
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A Support Group for Parents of Children with Disabilities will meet
Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr., behind Shoney's, Murray. The group will discuss problems experienced by parents, possible solutions, adaptive equipment, special programs, federal laws and other topics of interest to parents of children with
disabilities. This month the group will discuss the issue of public insensitivity toward those with disablilities. For additional information, contact
Jeanne M. Gallimore at 759-1835 who encourages any interested parties
to attend this meeting.

N.O.W. Roundtable planned
The Jackson Purchase National Organization for Women will meet Sunday, Nov. 10, at 2 p.m. in the Tennessee meeting room of Curris Center,
Murray State University. This will be a round table discussion with N.O.W.
Lobbyist Elizath Strom. For more information call Pamela at 753-7638 or
Sally at 759-9309.

Toastmasters plan meeting
The Purchase Leadership Toastmasters will have their monthly meting on
Monday, Nov. 11, from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Barkley Room, second floor,
Curris Center, Murray State University. Toastmasters International is a public speaking/communications organization dedicated to helping members
improve their communication skills. For more information contact Pamela at
753-7638 or Jeanne at 753-0224.

Quilt Lovers' workshop Monday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will sponsor a workshop on 'Millinery Quilt Class
Applique and Reverse Applique,' conducted by Rebekka Seigel of Owenton,
on Monday, Nov. 11, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. Participation for all club members is free, but for non-members the
fee will be $25. Each one should bring the following supplies: basic sewing
kit, 15 inch square of fabric for background, scraps to represent hats, hair
and facial tones, thread to match fabrics that you bring to class, embroider
floss (optional). For more information call Edith Moore, 435-4380, or Geneva Giles, 753-6557.

Parents Anonymous changed
The local chapter of Parents Anonymous has changed its meeting from
Monday to Tuesday of each week. The meeting will start at 6 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 12. For more information call 753-0082.

Need Line meeting Monday
The board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc. will meet Monday, Nov. 11, at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Dick
Hoffman, president of the board, urges all board members to attend.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS SKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of
group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Social Security representative here
A representative from Mayfield Social Security office will be at Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday, Nov. 12, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
This is a special service of the office to give local persons an opportunity to
see the SS representative here. For more information call the Mayfield
Social Security office at 1-247-8095.
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The American Humanics students who are enrolled in YAA 290 at Murray
campus of
State University are conducting a Social Awareness Week on the
sexual
awareness,
drug
as
such
issues
social
Important
11-15.
MSU, Nov.
s,
homelessnes
awareness,
cultural
problems,
al
harassment, environment
will be set
and the family unti will be focused upon during the week. A booth
up in the Curris Center. For more information call 762-3808.

Paralegal Forum scheduled
The Third Annual Kentucky Paralegal Forum will be held Nov. 15 and 26
at the Brown Hotel, Louisville. The forum will be sponsored by the Kentucky
Paralegal Association and hosted by the Louisville Association of ParalegReal estate,
als. Educational seminars will be offered in the following areas:subrogation,
environmental law, corporate law, estate administration,
Kenemployee benefits, medical records review, and legal writing. Every
Julie
contact
information,
more
For
attend.
to
urged
is
tucky paralegal
Franklin, District I Representative, at 1-821-7252.

Caltfornia Connection plans event
will be Saturday. Nov.
California Connection's 'Fall Food and Fun Fest' Branch of the Bank of
University
of
Room
Hospitality
the
23, at 6 p.m. in
guests bringing their favorite CaliMurray. This will be a potluck dinner with planned by the California Conevent
fornia dishes. This will be the fourth
now residing in Murray and Callonection. All former residents of California
for information.
753-6509
Call
welcome.
way County are

CCHS Class plans promotion
sponsonng a
The Freshman Class at Calloway County High School is
will include
'Turkey and All the Trimmings' giveaway. The gift basket which
potatoes, cransweet
gravy,
potatoes,
mashed
for
ingredients
plus
turkey
a
given away durberry sauce, rolls, other vegetables and spice cake will be
School gym on
High
County
Calloway
at
ing the 'Meet the Laken' Night"
it each
Fnday, Nov. 15. Tickets for the gift basket may be purchased forfor
freshused
from members of CCHS Freshman Class. Proceeds will be
activities.
man class

ier a bor-

Thanksgiving luncheon planned

?"
nter ever

Country Club
The annual Ladies' Day Thanksgiving luncheon at Murray
of chicken
consist
will
menus
The
noon.
12
at
13,
will be Wednesday, Nov.
almonds,
cordon bleu, wild rice, cranberry salad, French green beans with
s
rolls, and assorted desserts. The cost will be $8 per person. Reservation
753-8116.
or
753-6113
calling
by
12.
Nov.
Tuesday,
by
made
should be

nald Rest"

Friday, Nov. 8
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

Murray High School Pep Session
includes Miss Murray High and
honoring fall sports.

Saturday, Nov. 9
Toy and Teddy Bear Show and
Sale/by Jackson Purchase Doll
Club/10 a.m.-5 p.m./WOW Camp
Grady Hall/open to public.

446

The annual Hollyberry Bazaar of First Presbyterian Church Women
will be Saturday, Nov. 9, starting at If a.m. at the church, located at
16th and Main Streets, Murray. Tickets are now on sale for a quilt
and an "Old World Santa," made by Cat ken and Toni Belcher. The
tickets may be purchased from any woman of First Presbyterian
Church or at the door the day of the bazaar. Featured will be a tea
room, bakery, crafts and collectibles. Pictured are, from left, Jean
Lindsey, Beth Belote, Betty Boss and Doris Long, and seated, Louise
Goode. The public is urged to attend, atcording to the committee
members in charge, Jean Lindsey, Carleen Belcher and Charlotte
Gregory.

Temple Hill plans revival

Singles Organizational Society
Thanksgiving-Like-Dinner with
group to meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber Christmas Market Place
Commerce. Bazzar/8 a.m.-2 p.m./Good Sheof
Info/Pamela/753-7638, or pherd United Methodist Church.
Jeanne/753-0224.
Bazaar and Bake Sale/Immanuel
"The Passion of Dracula"/by Luytheran Church/9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Murray State University Theatre/8
Art
p.m./Johnson Theatre, Fine Arts Christmas Gallery/Murray
p.m.
a.m.-4
Guild/10
Center. Info/762-6797.
Open Horse Shown p.m. by West
Kentucky Quarter Horse
Association/West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Mr. MSU Pageant/7:30
p.m./Lovett Auditorium/Murray
state University. Proceeds to
Arthritis Fund.

Parents Weekend/Murray State
Temple Hill United Methodist has just began his preaching ser- University. Info/762-6951.
Church will have a three-night vice in the past year.
Speaker on Tuesday night will United Methodist Men of Callorevival starting Sunday, Nov. 10.
the Rev. Robert McKinney, for- way County/annual family dinner/
be
Tuesday.
and continuing through
filer dairy farmer of Calloway 6:30 p.m./Hazel church.
Nov. 12.
County in the Brooks Chapel comThe Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pas- munity. He is now serving as pas- Murray High School Tigers/
tor, will speak at the 10 a.m. wor- tor of Columbus Circuit in the football playoff with Crittenden
ship service on Sunday with Sun- Paducah Church District.
County/7:30 p.m./Ty Holland
day School to follow at 11 a.m.:. A. potluck meal will be served at Field.
Guest speaker at 7 p.m. service' 6 p.m Sunday, Nov. 10, at the
Sunday will be the Rev. Joseph A. -church. The church will furnish the AA and Al-Anon at J.U. Kevil
Walker Sr., former pastor at meat, bread and drinks, and - per- Center, Mayfield/8 p.m.
Temple Hill, and now pastor of sons are asked to bring a potluck
Puryear-Buchanan Charge in the , dish to share.
National Scouting Museum/open
Paris District.
'rhe public is invited to attend. 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
The Monday night speaker wi:1 - For transportation call Bobby Joe
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
be the Rev. William B. (Bill) Mill- Nanney. 753-1951, Bennie HemRev.
Lewis,
,ion,
or
the
nt
759-1363,
superintende
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
former
was
er. He
hall.
of Calloway County Schools and.
School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

at-hear

North Calloway Elementary School will have its monthly skating party on
Monday, Nov. 11, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. Children
a
may skate at regular price and teachers, parents and guardians at
reduced price. A portion of the receipts will go to the Parent-Teacher Organization at the school.

emotional
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
Tuesday. For
House, 20 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each
1-247-5469.
call
more information

Friday, Nov. 8
Murray Art Guild Christmas Gallery Show and Sale.

/••

North Skating party Monday

Recovery to meet Tuesday

CALENDAR

Children's
Fabhions

Habitat for Humanity work day at
1-laze1/9:30 a.m.
Writers' Potpourri/9:30
a.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Christian Community Church/
program and luncheon/9:30 a.m.-2
p.m.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa/10 a.m./Dumplin's.
(Cont'd on page 6)

THEATRES

"Curf,ey Sue"
(PG)

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

"All I Want For
Christmas" (C)
Goldie Hawn in

• Deceived"

(PG13)

11?1111111LS
DESIGNER FORMALWEAR
RENTAL & SALES

1:30
3:25
7:05
9:05
1:30
3:15
7:00
9:00
1:30
3:25
7:10
9:10

'The People Under 1,:g
7:15
The Stairs" (R)
9:15

,11.•••••111Mr".•••

Murray City
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
Robertson
schools for the week of Nov. 11 to
Breakfast
15 have been released by Joanna
Monday - Honey Bun; Tuesday Adams and Willie Jackson, food peach
!urnover; Wednesday • panservice directors for Calloway -cakes; Thursday - sausage and bisCounty and Murray City Schools cuit; Friday - donut. Fruit, fruit juice or
milk are available daily.
respectively.
Lunch
The menus, subject to ocLasioni.I
Monday - hamburger, grilled
change, are as follows:
sandwich; Tuesday - pizza,
Calloway County
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - waffle stix w/blueberry
syrup; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit;
Wednesday - blueberry muffin; Thurs.
day - thicken fritter on biscuit • Friday
- sausage and pancake on a stick.
Milk, juice, cereal and toast are avail,
able daily.
Lunch
Monday - burrito w/chili, chicien
pattie sandwich; Tuesday - chef sarai
w/ham and cheese, bar b q ribbetta
sandwich; Wednesday - pizza. submarine sandwich; Thursday - fried
thicken, hamburger; Friday - tac.D
salad, hot ham and cheese sandwich.
Fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts, milk
and fruit drink are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - waffle stix w/syrup. Tu3Y.
day - breakfast burrito; Wednesday
scrambled egg, toast and bacor
Thursday - cinnamon roll; Friday
sausage and biscuit. Cereal, juice ar.
milk are available daily ..
Lunch
Monday - burritoes/chili, turkey clot'
sandwich; Tuesday - fried chicken
bar b q ribbette; Wednesday - bar
and cheese stromboli, hamburger.
Thursday • pizza, chicken pattie sarc
wich; Friday - vegetable soup wn
grilled cheese sandwich or hot dog.
Salad bar, fruits, vegetables.- fries
milk and fruit drinks are available
daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - dell ham and cheese,
Tuesday - cinnamon roll, Wednesday
- sausage and biscuit; Thursday •
omelet on English muffin: Friday breakfast pizza. Cereal, fruit, donuts
juice and milk are available daily
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets. footlong
chili dog; Tuesday - taco salad, hot
ham and cheese sandwich, Wednesday - chill topped potato, chicken
breast sandwich; Thursday - lasagna,
Nacho dog; Friday- softshell chicken
Nita, chill and crackers' Salad bar
pizza, hamburger, cheeseburger, deli
e, halts, vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily

cheese
ribbeties; Wednesday - taco salad,
hot dog; Thursday - hamburger, veg
atable soup w/cheese and crackers;
pizza, bar-b-que sandwich.
Friday
's vegetables and milk are availly
Carter
Breakfast
Monday - scrambled eggs and
:oast; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - cereal and cinnamon toast; Friday - donut. Fruit, fruit juice and milk
are available daily.
Lunch
_Monday - hamburger, wiener winks;
Tii)sclay - pizza, ham and cheese
dwich; Wednesday - taco salad,
;ed cheese sandwich; Thursday submarine, Sloppy Joe; Friday - chicken nuggets, peanut butter and honey
sandwich. Fruits, vegetables and milk
are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tuesday
incake sausage on a stick; Wed
iiesday - French toast sticks; Thurs.'ey - sausage and biscuit; Friday canals. Cinnamon toast, cereal,
rted juices and milk are available

• Cocktail, Prom & Pageant
Dresses
• Wedding Gowns
• Bridesmaid & Mother's
Dresses
• Tuxedos
• Wedding Accessories
• Jewelry, Furs & Shoes
• Accessories
10% off with ad
2072 West St. at Poplar Ave.
Germantown, TN
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Center
.'sr Dixieland
• On Chestnut

ck, M.D.
W. Stanford Blalo
ructive and
Plastic, Reconst
Cosmetic Surgery

•Facial Plastic Surgery •Breast Surgery
'Hand Surgery •Liposuction

502-753-4614
300 South Eight Street, Murray, Ky.
Call For An
Certified by The American
Appointment
Board of Plastic Surgery

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
No more bath powder, ties, after shave or
fruitcake!
Sign Our

Christmast Registry
Santa's Attic

-

and let your loved ones choose from your
list. No more returns! No more hints! Get
exactly what's on your wish list & be
pleasantly surprised.
17:4/

Sizes Infant Own 11

Rant
movieseat the movies!
109A Che.t nut • 753-3:III
Open 11:am to 111:pm

.;,,..,.:.,:.:.:...,....:.:.:.,.,.:.:.:.:.:.,..:.:.:.:.:.:.,:.,..,,,.......;.
:i.
CE MEATS .
II•S•D•A•isCHOI
..I,is• ,The
In the service and the quality." :.
difference

408 South 12th Street

753-0005
Ill s% y. 6111 Thirray, F.

1:30
3:20
7:15
9:15

Bargain Matinee's
Sat. & Sun. Afternoons
6
'
Adult 3.° Child 2.

901-756-0052

Lunch
.onday - ravioli, roast beef sand, t2h; Tuesday - French bread pizza,
hero sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
patty wings, ham and cheese sandwich; Thursday - burritoes, potato
pups; Friday • fish sandwich w/
chicken fried steak. Fruits,
as, pizza, fruit drink and milk
av,lable daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Vonday - coffee cake, Tuesday eggs wihashbrowns and toast; Wednesday - Honey buns; Thursday sausage and biscuit; Friday - peach
turnover Cereal, fruit, fruit juice and
nob, are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - burritoes, corn dog;
Tuesday • hoagie, chicken pattie
sandwich:, Wednesday - spaghetti,
ribette sandwich; Thursday - turkey
roast and rolls, bar-b-que sandwich,
Friday - chili &sandwich, ham and
cheese sandwich. Hamburgers, pizza,
French tries, baked potatoes, nachos,
fruits,.vegetables, fruit juice and milk
are available daily

"Shattered"
(R)
Starring Tom Berenger

JO=

EV

*Ornaments 'Trees 'Prints *Stuffed Animals
*Gourmet Foods 'Wreaths 'Cherubs
*Christmas Books *Much, Much More!!

West Side of the Court Square in Murray
753-8212

•
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side retreat at Pennyrile Forest
State Park, Dawson Springs.
Fleming is second vice president
of Kentucky Suit Council of ESA
Sorority, founder of Alpha Mu
44760, ESA, and vice president
and educational chairman of Alpha
Mu. Gentry is past president and
; at is re
philanthropic chairman, and Ter11
'
r
hune is past president and treasurer
of thl local chapter.
The agenda included registration.
executive board meetings, luncheon
and workshops at which time each
person received a small flower
arrangement in a shell in lavendar
and peach.
Workshops included "Self Talk"
by Wayne Thompson; "After
Retirement, Then What?" by Dorothy Heinke; and "Parliamentary
Procedure" by Bertha Warner, par4•0.
1
liamentarian of Kentucky State
Attending the fall board meeting of Kentucky State Council, Epsilon
Park,
State
le
Forest
at
Pennyri
y,
Council and a high school counseSigma Alpha International Sororit
e
Terhun
et
Margar
,
Gentry
Kathie
kft,
from
lor at Henderson.
were,
,
Springs
Dawson
A Silent Auction was held with
and Kathie Fleming.
all items being donated by chapters
and members.
Pat Kisling conducted the Sunday morning worship service. This
was followed by a general assembly which included a Membership
Workshop by members of the
411•••
dr*
"Where the price and service,
executive board of the Kentucky
makes the pill easier to swallow "

Kathie Fleming, Kathie Gentry
and Margaret Terhune. all of Murray, attended the fall board meeting

of the Kentucky State Council,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
Sorority, Oct. 5 and 6. for its lake-

frit4ed4t.

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
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The Golden choice Buffetn"
Sun. & Mon. Feature of the Day:
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•CELEBRATION•
Enjoy fried chicken, mashed potatoes and
gravy, hot soups, muffins, rolls, desserts and more!
All the country cooking you can eat plus all of
your regular favorites from our Golden Choice Buffet.'
Its a whole new meal every day!

$4.89 Lunch

$5.49 Dinner

(ALL YOU CAN EAT)

golden corral®
Galatia C.gerai Itewommowo .Y.9.
Gotsot way a or gertocipstes Odd= Garet. 0

MC/VISA

753-3822
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office; keep a clock in view so visitors are aware of the time.
*Learn to say "No": It's a powerful stress-reliever, helps prevent
procrastinating and auempting to
satisfy everyone.
*Escape the stressful situation:
Leave for a more acceptable environment, or temporarily exit to
rethink the problem. Then try again
to solve it.
*Grin and bear it: If you can't
leave a bad situation, try to ignore
it.
• • • •
First Christian Church CWF
Noel Market bake sale and coffee
shop will be Saturday, Nov. 16,
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. Everyone
is invited. Delicious baked goods
will include pies, cakes, muffins
and also pickles, and even the wonderful "dilly beans."
The annual event raises quite a
bit of money for church projects
such as the church building fund,
the Youth's Washington trip, Need
Line, W.A.T.C.H., Spouse Abuse,
and Habitat for Humanity.
Judy Eldridge and Judy Lyle are
serving as co-chairmen for this
bake sale.

Instant relief for stress distress is
a positive attitude to help you get
through the daily chaos. In other
words - mellow out.
Sceaming children, burnt toast,
an angry boss - these are some of
the common sources of daily stress,
says Ronald G. Nathan, psychologist at Albany Medical College in
New York.
"A stress response starts in seconds," says Nathan. "Too many
stressful minutes lead to an
exhausting day," and too many
stress-ridden days can ultimately
affect health, he says.
Common signs of stress are
clenched teeth, tight muscles,
curled toes, neck pain and hand
temperature cooler than your neck
temperature.
Ronald Nathan says the key to
avoiding cumulative stress is quick
intervention, and he relates these
suggestions:
*Avoid dependence on stress(Cont'd from page 5)
inducing chemicals: nicotine, caffeine, salt, sugar.
Sunday, Nov. 10
Saturday, Nov. 9
*Belly-breathe. Breathing slowly
mas Gallery/Murray Art and deeply from your stomach
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of Christ p.m.
-4
a • 41
increases your oxygen level and
DAR/2 p.m./Annex of Calloway Guild/1
us the season for sparkle and
helps you relax.
County Public Library.
Ledbetter Baptist Church all day
it
Let
and the best of eveningwear
phone:
shine
the
for
dive
*Don't
planned with Neighbors to ring at least twice; take a deep for Holiday 91 is glitzy, glamorous
services
Church
st
Methodi
United
Bethel
sing in afternoon.
breath and relax. It's like taking a and glowing.
Gospel Singing/Elect/7 p.m.
Ornamentation encompasses
six-second tranquilizer.
District Officers'
*Relax muscles: Allow your everything from colored sequins to
The Passion of Dracula"/by UMW ng/2 p.m./First United
body to go loose and limp, like a clear sequins overlaid on printed or
Murray State University Theatre/8 Traini
st Church.
Methodi
Arts
colored fabrics - from paillettes to
Fine
,
doll.
Theatre
rag
hnson
p.m./Jo
se: Physical activity is a _ bugle beads to pearls and faux
*Exerci
Center. Info/762-6797.
Country Music Show/Hardin good tranquilizer. Even a short jewels.
ity Center to benefit walk can restore cahiL
Commun
Brocades and velvets whisper
AQHA Horse Show/8 a.m./West
er
Volunte
l
Marshal
South
Hardin/
of
out
and
ns
romance, while metallics and lames
*Don't make mountai
Kentucky Livestock Show
0 p.m.
ent/2:3
Departm
Fire
concluto
free.
on
jump
Admissi
will light up your wardrobe.
s:
Don't
Center.
molehill
Exposition
personally. Rid
This season knows no favorites
things
take
or
sions
a.m./West
Show/8
Horse
AQHA
cating
State
self-depre
ay
when it comes to color. Everyone
your mind of
Parents Weekend/Murr
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition thoughts: "I'm crazy, lazy, stupid, will be able to find their "color of
University. Info/762-6951.
Center. Admisson free.
choice" amidst the glittering array
ugly, or weak."
at
oom
Gazing
a.m./R
:
window
of reds, fuchsias, turquoises,
a
out
*Look
News Media Day/10
Christian Church Elders/ trees or the lake at a distande helps oranges, purples and winter whites.
228, Stewart Stadium, Murray First
breakfast/8 a.m./Murray-Calloway you relax.
The "little black dress" is also
State University.
County Hospital Cafeteria.
alive and well. It is seen in simple
*Replay good times: ?at:natty
Then, replacO, your strapless velvets and in richly ornaMurray State University Racers •
Museum/open yell "Stop.'
g
Scoutin
l
Nationa
/2
silks and sequins.
Eastern
with
football game
negative thoughts with positive - mented
12:30-4:30 p.m.
and silver lame sweaters
Gold
p.m/Stewart Stadium.
thinking or one of your fondest
mix with short pleated skirts or
on/closed memories.
Al-An
and
AA
with
pants.
header
evening
Double
all
Basketb
*Imagine fast-forward: Look to
p.m./American Legion
to be year for dazseems
This
Fort Campbell/Lady Racers at 5:15 meetings/4
ulthe future and visualize successf
and
Maple/
Sixth
South
g,
Buildin
so go for it.
cer
es,
entranc
p.m./Ra
zling
p.m. and Racers/7:30
ly solving a problem or coping
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.
• • • •
Arena, Murray State University.
with a situation.
Mark Saturday, Nov. 16, and
*Manage time better: If people
7:30
mous/
Anony
ics
Narcot
Tom
, Nov. 17 on your calendar.
dian
Sunday
-come
Hypnotist
Episcopal Church. frequently interrupt you while Several businesses have planned a
Deluce/7:30 p.m./Curris Center p.m/St. John's
you're working, stand up when
or 753-7046.
as Open House, and you
ballroom, Murray State University. Info/753-0086
they come and don't sit down. This Christm to attend. This will kickwant
will
free.
Admission
LBL events include Planetarium is a signal that you're busy. Also: off the holiday season.
1 Lm., 1, 2, 3 p.m./GPVC: Limit the number of chairs in your
National Scouting Museum/open Show/1
Pit Sawing/2-4 p.m. and Iron
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./HP; Deer Up Close!/9:30
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
a.m., Eagles Up Close!/2 p.m. and
Legion building, South Sixth and
Wolf and Deer/3 p.m./3
The
Maple Streets.
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 780, Murray,
p.m./WNC; Quota Gun Hunt in
Six newborn admissions, dismisMrs. Melissa Owen and baby boy.
t
portion.
ee
Tenness
Murray
at
ions
expirat
two
sals and
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
Rt. 2, Box 279A, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs
Calloway County Hospital for
Linda Fennell, Rt. 1, Box 709, Dexter,
p.m.-12 midnight.
Mrs. May Booth, Rt 1, Box 103,
Thursday, Nov. 7, have been
WARM HANDS ACROSS
Water
Valley, Mrs. Angela Lane and
:
follows
as
UCKY
released
KENT
Main Street Youth Center/205
606 North Siloam Rd ,
boy,
baby
ons
Newborn admissi
Every winter in Kentucky all kinds f
Cadiz.
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
pe..ple suffer fr.rm the crld because. they
Hardy baby girl, parents, Debra and
Expirations
am pi y can't afl,,d I. heat thetr Manes
Info/753-TEEN.
Steve, 587 Hardy Rd., Cadiz;
58B, MurLBL events include Planetarium
Show/11 Lm., 1, 2, 3 p.m./GPVC;
Deer Up Close!/9:30 a.m., Eagles
Up Close!/2 p.m., The Wolf and
the Deer/3 p.m. and Night Visual/
6:30 p.m./WNC; Buttermaking/2
p.m. and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.MP; Quota Gun Season opens in Tennessee portion.
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By Rainey Apperson

Newborns, dismissals, deaths
listed in report from hospital

Great Taste, Great Prices, Great Value!

721 So. 12th St.

Rainey's
Da

CALENDAR

753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5 30

i•

State Council.
Mrs. Fleming was presented the
International Council Publicity/
Public Relations award for her
mother, Helen Steffen of Alpha Mu
44760, ESA International Sorority,
which was won at the International
Council Convention held at Salt
Lake City earlier this year.
An ESA Appreciation Award for
Outstanding Performance in New
Membership Growth was also
accepted by Fleming for Alpha Mu.
A St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital film was shown titled
"Image of a Child - Quick
Silver." Each patient at St. Jude's
is considered cureable and 50 percent of the leukemia patients are
now surviving. The plus is when a'
child has not received or needed
treatment for three or five years.
Kentucky placed in the Top Ten
states for donations. The philanthropic total at International Council this year contributed through IC
was $4,615,259 which includes
$1,446,306 to SL Jude Children's
Research Hospital and $254,115
donated to Easter Seal Society.
Hours served were 544,763.
It was announced that the Kentucky State Council meeting will
be held in Bowling Green.
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We are pleased to announce that Crystal
Kimbro, bride-elect of
Paul Winchester, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Crystal and Paul
will be married November 23, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-* Sun. 12-6
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Bell baby boy, parents, Connie and
Dale, Rt. 4, Box 425, Paris, Tenn.;
Street baby girl, parents, Sabrina
and Frank, Rt. 8, Box 151, Benton;
Slaughter baby boy, parents, Regina and John, Rt. 3, Box 1021, Murray,
Oliver baby boy, parents, Freddie
and Keith, P.O. Box 288, Hardin,
Driskill baby boy, parents, Pamela
and Jonathan, P.O. Box 951, Calvert
City
Dismissals
Mrs. Larue Latimer, Rt. 1, Box 272,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Jewell Crouch,
1414 Dudley Dr., Murray,
J.D. Robinson, 1511 Diugukt DS.,
Essex D26, Murray; John Willoughby,
Rt. 3, Box 262C, Benton;
Miss Carrie Brady, 9712 Fairground
Rd., Louisville; Mrs. Christine Jackson
w • • .4,1140 walaw • •_•0•00`

EARN
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The Treasure Hunt
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Bob Cornelison
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753-47()3
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West Murray Church of Christ
has scheduled a series of gospel
meetings starting Sunday, Nov. 10,
and continuing through Friday,
Nov. 15.
The church has invited James
Hahn, local evangelist, to do the
preaching in this series of meetings. Hahn recently moved to Murray to St. Louis, Mo., to serve at
West Murray.
"This invitation was extended so
that people in the Murray area may
have the opportunity to hear the
gospel proclaimed and also have an
opportunity to meet and get better
acquainted with Hahn," a church
member said.
Services will be at 10 and 11:50
Lm. and 6 p.m. Sunday, and at
7:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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of The Colonel's best
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tailgate party!
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Harrington
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"DON'T DRINK

588, Mur526 South

MURRAY STATE RACERS (Ohio Valley Conference) vs. EASTERN KENTUCKY
COLONELS (OVC) at Murray. Ky. (Roy Ptewart Stadium--16,800--AstroTurf).
2 p.m. Central
QUICKLY: Murray State enters the game as the only OVC team still
seeking its first OVC win, while Eastern Kentucky is the only team with
a perfect record. It is the Racers next-to-last home game of the
regular season and the Colonels last road encounter. The Racers need
wins in two of their upcoming three games to avoid a last place league
finish. The Colonels are two victories away from clinching the OVC
championship and an automatic bid to the 1-AA playoffs.
FORMATIONS: Murray State --I offense (15.3 ppg, 306.8 ypg), wide
tackle six defense (29.3 ppg, 368.9 ypg). Eastern Kentucky -- offense
(28.7 ppg, 335.6 ypg), 5-2 defense (15.0 ppg, 282..7. ypg)
Murray State -- 2-6 overall (2-2 home) and 0-4 OVC.
THE RECORDS:
Eastern Kentucky -- 7-1 overall (3-1 road) and 4-0 OVC. Murray State
and Eastern Kentucky have played Middle Tennessee, Tennessee-Martin,
Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech and Western Kentucky as common
opponents (see results below).
This Season's Results
Eastern rentucky
Murray State
*at Louisville 14-24
Southern Illinois 27-31
*at Southeast Missouri 49-7
at Western Kentucky 0-14
*Middle Tennessee 17-7
Eastern Illinois 28-27
*at Tennessee Tech 19-13
*at Middle Tennessee 3-35
Georgia Southern 10-6
*at Tennessee State 7-28
Western Kentucky 37-22
Tennessee-Martin 40-34
Tennessee Martin 56-21
*Morehead State 10-20
*at Tennessee State 27-20
*at Tennessee Tech 7-45
*OVC game
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"Service is our business"

24 Hour Towing Service
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

753-9131

Our Customers Are
Very Important People
...and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can provide — the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one ofour V.I.P.'s give us a call.

STATISTICAL LEADERS: Total Offense -- Tremain Lewis (MSU) 201 att,
932 yds, 8 TDs, 133.1 ypg; Markus Thomas (EKU) 128 att, 911 yds, 5 TDs,
113.9 ypg. Rushing -- Markus Thomas (EKU) 128 att, 932 yds, 8 TDs,
133.1 ypg; Tim Lester (EKU) 153 att, 675 yds, 11 TDs, 84.4 ypg.
Passing -- Tremain Lewis (MSU) 51 comp, 133 att, 694 yds, 5 TDs, 99.1
ypg; Joey Crenshaw (EKU) 54 comp, 99 att, 607 yds, 91.2 ypg. Receiving
-- Rick Miller (MSU) 12 rec, 174 yds, 3 TDs, 2.0 rpg; David Redmond
(MSU) 14 rec, 214 yds, 1 TD, 1.8 rpg; Vincent Ware (EKU) 14 rec, 166
yds, 1 TO, 1.8 rpg. Scoring -- Tim Lester (EKU) 11 TDs, 66 pts. 8.3
ppg; Todd Duffy (EKU) 27 EPs, 4 FGs, 39 pts, 4.9 ppq.
LAST SATURDAY: Murray State lost at Tennessee Tech 45-7 as the
Golden Eagles outgained the Racers 457 yards to 246. Tailback Fred
Lowery ran and passed for touchdowns for the Golden Eagles, who led 317 at halftime and 45-7 after three periods. Eastern Kentucky won at
Tennessee State 27-20 as tailback Markus Thomas rushed for 221 yards
and a touchdown. The Colonels trailed 13-7 at halftime, but scored
three TDs in the third period. The first touchdown came on a nine-yard
run by Thomas, the other TDs were 41 and 45-yard interception returns.
THE COACHES: Murray State -- Mike Mahoney (5th season 20-30-1
overall and 11-17 OVC). Eastern Kentucky --Roy Kidd (28th season 22580-8 overall and 152-36 OVC). Mahoney vs. Eastern Kentucky (1-4) and
Kidd (1-4). Kidd vs. Murray State (16-9-2).
THE SERIES: With four straight wins (two of them at Murray),
Eastern Kentucky now leads the series 27-19-4. The Racers have a 7-3
record against the Colonels in Stewart Stadium and are 14-11-2 against
EKU in all games played at Murray.
LAST MEETING: Markus Thomas scored three touchdowns as Eastern
Kentucky dominated both sides of the line and won 42-0 last season at
Richmond. MSU completed 22 of 43 passes for 176 yards, but suffered
three interceptions and ended the game with one yard rushing. The
Racers also turned the ball over twice on fumbles.
E Craig
MSU AWARD WINNERS FOR THE TENNESSEE TECH GAME. Defense
Hobson. Specialist -- Chad Mott. Big Hit Offense -- WR Butch Mosby. Big
Hit Defense -- DE Craig Hobson.
SOMETHING NOTEWORTHY: For the fourth straight week, Eastern
Kentucky is ranked second to unbeaten Nevada-Reno of the Big Sky
Conference in the NCAA Division 1-AA poll. Murray State has played one
other ranked team this season, OVC rival Middle Tennessee on Sept. 28.
The Blue Raiders defeated the Racers 35-3 when they were the poll's No.
16 team.
MIKE MAHONEY QUOTES: (about the Eastern Kentucky game) "There's no
doubt we play better in Stewart Stadium than we do on the road, and
we'll need to play very good against Eastern. They're an outstanding
team, the best we'll face. We must play with great intensity, and I
think we will. Except for last year, our games with Eastern have been
very competitive since I've been coaching at Murray State. They usually
bring out the best in us." (about the Tennessee Tech game) "I'm
disappointed with our performance and effort. We did a poor job of
executing, and Tech did a good job of exposing some of our weaknesses.
We're very thin at several positions, but they should have never beat
us like they did."
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Southside Cit. Sq.
753-4451
Of STATE AUTO
ophi insurance Corribanies

JIM TATE JR.S

AA
Hwy. 641 North

753-8300
753-9525
Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart
Touch Down at Big B for all your
Back to School Cleaning Needs.

"Quality That Will Please"

Body Shop
Personal & Business Insurance
Life • Disability
Group • Retirement
Cimeley & Associates, Inc.
Insurance & Financial Services
111 Nahm St. • P.O. Box 7663
Paducah, KY 42002-7663
502/442-9454 • 1/800/264/5029

BUSCH &
BUSCH LIGHT
12 Pack

BUD &
BUD LIGHT
Loose Case

$P; 99
u•

Good thru. November 11

CUNNINGHAM
Auto Repair & Motor Sales, Inc.
Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and now
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.
Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 S. 4th 753-7831 Murray

Dr. Kelvin White, DMD
Family Denistry
201 N. 5th St.

Murray
753-1572
Good Luck
Racers
with a
winning season!

900 Sycamore St.
Murray, KY
753-5142

GOOD
LUCK
ACERS!
Great Kerr McGee Gas
(-OPEN 24 HOURS-)

Racer Oil Co.
1000 Chestnut St.

753-0858

We honor: Visa, MasterCard, Discover
and Kerr McGee Credit Card
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SPORTS
Magic vows to go on despite retirement
34,

t• •

Johnson will be spokesman L
for battle against AIDS virus
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Magic Johnson, an embodiment of
the joy of athleticism and a beneficiary of the riches it can bring,
reduced the sporting world to tears
with his announcement that the
AIDS virus is forcing his retirement at age 32.
High school basketball players
shed tears in practice, his former
coach gathered his new team in
prayer and teammates expressed
their shock and sadness.
But there were no tears from
Johnson on Thursday. only his
incandescent smile, dimmed somewhat as he announced to the world
that he was quitting the Los
Angeles Lakers because he had
contracted the dreaded virus. His
poignant vow: To go on living.
"It's another challenge, another
chapter in my life,” he said.
"Your back is against the wall. I
think you just have to come out
swinging.
"I'm swinging."
Johnson, his face calm and his
voice steady, said medical tests
taken for a new life insurance policy showed positive for human
immuno-deficiency virus, a diagnosis confirmed Wednesday. He
stressed he doesn't have full-blown
AIDS.
Johnson, who married his college sweetheart, the former Cookie

By JIM O'CONNELL

The Career...

Murray Ledger ,1 Mass Steel Writer

It was just a week ago when
Murray High dominated Marshall
County in the finals of the Second
District Soccer Toumameni Either
the Marshall players weren't that
impressed with the Tiger win, or
they have poor memories.
Marshall turned the tables on the
Tigers in Thursday night's First
Region finals in a frost-bitten
Madisonville. In the same ways
that saw them go down to a 2-1
defeat in Draffenville, the Marshals
played aggressive, inspired soccer
to win 1-0 and advance to the substate game next week.
"We sure got out-played," Tiger
head coach James Weatherly said
of his team's first loss in over a
month. "It was almost like we
changed uniforms from last week.
"We didn't attack the ball...stood
around and let them bring the ball
to us," the coach continued. "I have

Kelly, two months ago, said his
wife tested negative. On Thursday
night, K ABC-TV in Los Angeles
reported that she is seven weeks
pregnant. Johnson has a son,
Andre, who lives in his hometown
of Lansing, Mich.
(Cont'd on page 9)

no explanation."
"We played all defense in the
second half," said the region's top
goalkeeper, Tiger senior Michael
Lovett. "We couldn't get up there
to score. They just out-played us.
"Our defense is the best in the
region, they (Marshall) know it,"
Loveu added. "They just got a
fluke goal."
The crucial goal came 26
minutes into the first half.
Marshall was able to make an
advance deep into the Murray zone
and an excellent crossing pass to
the mouth of the goal eventually
found its way into the net. Marshall's Amos Barnes was credited
with the score, but he wasn't the
last player to touch the ball.
"They crossed it and I thought
one of my teammates had the head,
but it went over him," said Tiger
senior Billy Barksdale. "I stuck my
foot out but couldn't get enough on
it and deflected it. There was
(Cont'd on paRe 9)

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489
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Nov. 8.
RENTAL
8` SALES
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Magic makes
graceful exit

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Confronting the greatest nightmare in his dreamlike career,
Magic Johnson displayed the
same qualities in crisis that
endeared him in basketball:
grace, humor and generosity.
Standing tall before a microphone, telling the world he was
infected with the virus that
causes AIDS, Johnson smiled
and pledged that his sickness
would be instructive.
"I'm going to be a spokesman for the virus," he said
Thursday.
Already, he is a spokesman
for the game. He did it without
opening his mouth; merely by
touching the ball, baring his
wonderful grin and having fun.
Even his opponents had to
laugh at his prowess.
From the first time he played
in a professional game — and
merrily jumped into teammate
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar's arms
after the center made the
winning shot — Johnson's
audacity and pure, nearly telepathic skill reinvigorated a stagnant game.
His dazzling, unselfish play
brought listless fans back to
arenas around the nation and
delivered energy and charisma
to an ailing sport. With Johnson
at their controls, the Lakers
won five championships and
reached the NBA Finals another
four times.
As much as Los Angeles
won, Johnson hated losing. But
he didn't complain when the
team did, and still smiled. He
didn't complain when he
announced he was ill, either.
He retired from basketball
when so much was going his
way. He was newly married, a
fledgling entrepreneur, a worldwide celebrity.
"A part of my life is gone,"
he said. "But my wife is
'healthy, that's great. And we're
going to go on."
Television station KABC-TV
reported Thursday night that
Johnson's wife is seven months
pregnant.
When he came to the National Basketball Association in
1979 as a 20-year-old, the
league was deflated. The game
was dominated by talented yet
humorless giants such as AbdulJabbar, Moses Malone, Jack Sikma and George Gervin.
There was no spark.
In that first game against the
San Diego Clippers — which
Abdul-Jabbar won at the buzzer
with a desperate sky hook —
Johnson's leap immediately gave
the NBA the charisma it had
never seen and so desperately
needed.
Although a superstar, Johnson
was the consummate team player. In the sixth game of the
Staff photo by $tove Parker
1980 NBA Finals, with Abdulafter
Barksdale
sidelined, Johnson, as a
Jabbar
Billy
teammate
by
Murray High senior goalkeeper Michael Lovett gets helped to his feet
rookie, played all five positions
making a save in the first half of Thursday's loss. Marshall's Dusty Pagel (28) and Murray's Aaron Whion the floor, scoring 42 points,
taker (22) look on.
grabbing 15 rebounds and handing off seven assists.
The Lakers won that game
and the title, and Johnson captured everybody's heart.
Although he is one of the
league's highest-paid players,
.)
Johnson took a salary cut last
M( SAC re
10410414ow
season so the Lakers could
afford guard Terry Teagle.
His annual all-star game and
black-tie dinner benefits raised a
total of $5 million for the
United Negro College Fund. He
also actively supported such
charities as Muscular Dystrophy,
City of Hope and the American
Heart Association, among many
The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
others.
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
Johnson himself is not a colthe 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
lege graduate, having left MichiYou see, these carriers are independent business men and
gan State University after his
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sophomore year to enter the
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
basketball draft, where he was
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
selected first overall by the
to make up the difference.
Lakers.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
His lack of a degree is rarely
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
He is regarded as a
visible.
Collection time carfte an inconvenience for you and your
shrewd businessman, his noncarrier.
athletic talents strong enough to
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
attract the omnipotent Michael
monthly collection.
Ovitz as his talent agent.
In locker rooms, he has been
(Coned on page 9)

The shock and sadness to the
news of Magic Johnson's positive
test for the HIV virus was tempered by hope, the truest tribute to
the basketball player with the everpresent smile.
On the day the scores of NBA
games didn't matter all that much,
thoughts and prayers were aimed
Thursday at Los Angeles where
Johnson stood and told the world
he had contacted the virus and
would retire from professional
basketball on the advice of his
doctors.
There were no tears from Johnson, just a dimmer version of the
wide smile which has meant so
much to serious basketball fans as
well as those of a casual nature. He
quickly let everyone know he
would start working to educate the
American public, especially youngsters, on AIDS, the disease which
has claimed more than a million
lives.
"If anyone, maybe Earvin is
capable of carrying that kind of
burden ... with all the smiles and
all he has done, maybe God said he
would be the only one capable of
carrying the burden," Phoenix
Magic Johnson, shown here accepting the 1989 MVP award, retired Suns guard Kevin Johnson said.
from pro basketball on Thursday after testing postire for the HIV (Cont'd on page 9)

Remember the 10th
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Marshall turns tables
on Tigers in regionals
By STEVE PARKER

NBA stunned
by the loss

Sports Writer
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Ashley Wood
Stove Dealer
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Thornton Tile and Marble
ou, sh,,,,,mmi \oil

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies
Plastic & Die Cast Molds
Precision Machining and Welding
759-4851
506 Industrial Road, Murray

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

8 Vim:
s 1:-ill

I

75 1 5719

612 S. 9th St.

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Murray, 10
Hazel, KY

Gbib6 ituLt

408 N. 4th

CHARLIE'S

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CH..'
7534175
Charlie Adams Pharmac st
Glendale At Wh,trleii (Across From Ledger 3 Timesi
Closed Sundays

SEVENTH DA1
Sat 9 15 am
Sabbath School
Fiat 11 00 a m
Worsh.p

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr — 759-1400

Carroll
. Toyota of Murray)
Tire Inc(Just
behind
753-1489 • 1105 Pogue

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Teacher
-Custom Orders
-Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME11
753-24

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY
753-5273

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

753-5742

Lynn Grove Road

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

804 Chestnut

753-6656

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastsido Court Square • Downtown Murray
15% Cash Discount On Proscriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

SHONE%
OF MURRAY

SINKING Sl'HING
11 00
Morning Worship
?AO p.m.
Evamiag Ward*
SPRING CREEK
1000 a m
Sunday School
II 01.1 rn
Morning Worship
645 pm
Evening Worship
600 pm
Training Union
30115
ST
931)• rn
Morning Worship
1045 • m
3untisy School
t:REEK
SUGAR
1100 • rri
Morning Worship
6 45 p Pr
Evening Worship
BAPTIST
VICTORY
1000 • in
Sunday School
1100 am
Morning Worship
6.00 pm
E•ening Worship
WEST YORK
1100 ac
Morning Worship
6-00 per
Sunday Evening
7.01) pm
Wadrieeday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 • in
Sunday School
10(i) • trt & 6 per
Worship
7 p
Wednesday

ADVENTISTS
ADVENTIST

641N.
Murray
753-9257

BAPTIST
BLLX)13 RIVER
1100 a en
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 • m
Sunday Schorr
11 am & 6 pm
Worship
S pm
Training
Ch•rch
7 pm
Wednesday
ClIk:STNUT S'TREET
GENERAL
1000 • m
Sunday School
1)00 •in
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
1100 • rn
Morning Worship
6(X) pm
Evening Senesces
BAPTIST
R
COLDWATE
CHURCH
945 • m
Sonday School
II 00 •rn
Morning Services
600 pm
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
630 pm
Wednesday Serv
1000 • m
Sum:My Scheel
11 00 •In
Worship Service
6 00 p m
Sundsy Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11 00 a m
Miming Worship
645 pm
Worsh,p
Eien
Y
MISSIONAR
EMMANUEL
11 00 • rn
Morning Worship
pm
6.30
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
II 00 a m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evoning Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
930 a rn
Sunday Scheel
10 45 ani &7 pm
Worship
6(9 pm.
Church Training
CLLNT BAPTIST '
10-513 ale
Illostary School
1100 • m.
*Orr,1114 Worship
6 45' p en
Comong Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
545 • m
Sunday School
1130 an. II a m. pm
Veda,
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 00 • m
Sondiy School
1100 • ni
Morning Worship
6 00 pm
Evaning Worship
7 30 • m
Waidnenday Evening
HAZEL BAPTIST
00 • m
11
Worship
10 00 • m
Sundry School
SOO pm
Church Training
600 pm
Evening Worship
700 pm
Evening
Wednesday
HILLTOP RAPTIST
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 • rn
Worship Service
5 30 p m
Evening Service
KIRK SEY RAPT1ST
a m
1100
Morning Worship
730 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
KAPTIST
I000 aim
Sunday School
1100 • m &
Preaching
600 p
700 pm
Wodneoday Night
1/JCUST GROVE
11 00 • re
Morning Worship
700 pm
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm
let Sunday
200 p en
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
105(1 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
E•reing Woralhp
MOUNT 1101,0:11
EREF:W0.1. BAPTIST
930 a m
Sundry School
11 00 • re
Wor0lip
NEW MT CARREL
MISSIONARY
11 00 • in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Fri.-fling Worship

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
9• m
Worship
10 5..1
Bible Study
6 pm
Eveni-ig Worship
7 p
Wed Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10 50 a.an
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9 00 a m
Bible Clasen*
1000 • m
Worship
600 p ci
WEST MURRAY
1050 a m
Morning Worship
600 p m
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9 00 a m
Morning
600 p m
Evening
7 00 p Pr
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
500 pm
Saturday
1030 a.ak
Sum*
ST LEOS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 pm Sat
M•••••
$01) am Sunday
1100 a in Sunday

CHRISTIAN

1

11LST CHRI sl IAN
000 am.
Sunday Schaal
10:46 a.m.
Warship
MI"ItRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
,,10110 a.m
Warehtp
9 30•is —
fide. Scheel
6110 pm
Service
Evening

CHURCH OF JESUS
LAMB
CHRIST
DAY SAINTS

or

CHURCH tiE JESUS CHRIST
OE LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th Si.
10 00 a re
sacrament Meet
II 20 •tr.
iSianday School
Relief Society and
12 1,1 p
Presthaocl

EPISCOPAL

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
900 • m
Bible School
950 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Even i ng Worship
COLD WATER
1050 • m
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
1W XT Ekt
1050 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
II 00 am.
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10 00 a.m
Bible Study
10 45 a.
Morning Service
600 pas
Evening Worship
730 pm
Wed Worship
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Ruble Study
1110 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Wers/iip
7 00 p
Mid Work Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHRIST
CHURCH
900 • m
Sunday Scheel
10 a...
Morning Worship
7 pm
M4-Wash Sorriest
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10 00 ant
Sunday Schee,
1050 • m
Morning Worship
7 pm
Evening Worship
(Sundry & Wednesdays,
OLIVE
MT
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 a in
Sunday Schaal
II 00•um
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
950 am & 6 pm
Worship
9 • rn
"
Bible
7 pm
Widne•day
NEW PROVIIWNCE
950 a in
Morning Service
600 pm
Keening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
45 am.
10
Worship
Morning
600 pin
Evening Worship
SF:COST/ STREET
lilt' • m
Morning Worship
' • t.
Evening Warship

or

NO11111SIDE
11 00 • vi
Morning Worship
700 pm
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE:
00 • m
10
Sunday School
II 00 • in
Preaching horn
6(5) pm
Nightly Service
OAK
1 1 •MI £630 pm
Worship
10 • m
Sunday Sresoral
OWENS CHAPEL
am.
1090
Sunday
II 00 a.m.
Prosaaas
5 30 p.m.
Prayer Serinee
600 pH,
Church
POPLAX SPRING
10 • vi
Sunday School
lion'& 7 pin
Worship
SALEM liAPTIST
11 00 • m
Morning Worship
7 15 pm
E•ening Worship
SCOTTS GROVE
1101) a in
Worship Service
600 pm
Evening Worship

coma

Compliments of

a•-•

J.

•

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

••••a

.

•: .• -...•••„ •

Chestnut
753-3314

;

1108

er

, INDEPENDENT

CRIME OF CHRIST

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
753-0440
Bel-Air Shopping Center

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
"Tuner./ Worn,

"IRIS I LAN
,
ITY CHURCH
9)
•m
Sunday .
am.
lob0
Morning Warship
NEW LIFE CI IRISTIAN CENTER
Oki Main Street
1106 a.m.
Sunday Scheel
1100 pm
Sundsy Worship
7 MM.
Wednesday
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
10 00 am
Sunday School
II 00 •in
Sunday Service
pm
7
Wednesday Service
759 9662

Aczu.r.

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JE110VAII S WITNESS
9.30 a m
Public Talk
1031) an,'.
Watchtower Study

LUTECIUM
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
930 a m
Bible Class
10 30 a ni
Worship
•

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
9.30 a m
Morning Worship
1010•m
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun Night 690 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1000 am
Sunday School
II 00 •in
Morning Worship
700 pm
Night
let & 3rd Sun.
COLD WATER
11 00 • m
Worship
10:00 • m
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
900 a m
Worship Service
9 45 • m
Sundry School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10 00 • rn
Sunday School
11101/ aim, 6 00 pm
Worship
T
METHODIS
FIRST
10 SO rn
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITE!)
II 00 am
Worship Service
1000 •.rn
Sunday School
GOSIIEN METHODIST
10:00 • m
Church Schaal
1200 a m
Warship Service
631) pm
Evening Ser Wor
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
1100 • m
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
1000 • m
Sunday School
1100 • m
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY UNITED
10 00 am
Sunday School
11.00 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship

CIII:Etell
LOCUST
II 00 a en
Morning Worship
1000 am
Sunday School
6(9) pm
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
945 • m
Sunday School
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening Worship
630 pr.
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
1090 • vi
Sunday &hoe
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10-00 • m
Sunday School
11 • rn. & 6.30 pm
Worship
DF:XTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10 00 a m
Sunday School
11 am £6 pm
Worship
7 pm
Saturday
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights
1000 • m
Sunday School
Worship Servsell am £7 pm
FAIT1I APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Colchester Rd
1011 am -700 pin
Sun Ser
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 mile. east of Alm*
1090 •in
Sunday School
11 am. & 7 p.m.
Worship
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10 00 •in
Sunday School
11 • m & 6 p.m
Worship
7 00 p.m
Wednesday
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
700 pm
Saturday Evening
1030 •in & 7 pm
.
Worship
CENTER
CHRISTIAN
TRINITY
10-00 •in
Sundry School
1100 •rn
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
1000 •in
Sunday School
11 am £7 pm
Worship
TAL
PENTECOS
UNITED
CHURCH•NEW CONCORD
1000 • m
Sunday School
1)00.730 pm
Worship Sere
LAKE LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
1000 • m.
Sunday Services
600 p m

PRESBYTERIAN
F 1551 PRESBYTERIAN
930 a in
Sunday School
10 45 • m
Worship
AND
CI;MIEI4L
1.11tEICTY
10 00 • m
Sunday School
11 00 • m
Worship Survive
MOUNT PLEASANT
11130 • m
Morning Worship
700 pin
Evening Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
945 a m
Sunday School
1100 a m
Worship Service
OAK GROVE •
1000 • m
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 rri & 7 p m
Service

=MT
CHURCH OF SU
MURRAY CHURCH OP 000
10-00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening Woreitp

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice

KOPpERUD
753-1222

711 Main

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

Ev/ER YOA r LG.'. PRICE PRESCRIPTION SER,iICE
Roy filcKendree - Pharmacist
753-2380
Olympic Plaza

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED, INC.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415
ADVANTAGE:

I .ntucky Fried Chicken

MURRAY ELECTRIC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

401 Olive

CS)

Arbls

SYSTEM

753_5312

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m
Midnight on Weekends

507

N. 12th

753-8841

753-6800

713 S. 4th St.

,
(amyl:

a.

1534 Main St. M.irray
10.30 • vi
Sunday
10 30 an
Sundny School
730 pm
2nd Wnd
123 p
Needing dem Kann, Ste

SIRLOIMSTOCKADE6

NAZARENE

ST JOHNS EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Sadler's& 1100 & 1010
Doily Evening Prayer 5 IS p

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES

LYNN C,10.1VE
9 45 • m
Worship Service
10 45 • m
Church School
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 • m
Worship Service
1030 • m
Sunctsy School
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
10 00 • m
Sunday School
1100 • m
Morning Worship
MT CARREL
10 00 • m
Worship
11 00 am
Sunday School
MT IIERFION
10 00 • m
Worship
1100am
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 ern
Sunday Sehoil
II 00 a m
Worship
RUSSF:1.4. CHAPEL UNITF:D
9 451 • m
Worship
11 00 a rn
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a m
Sunday School
10 45 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
11 00 • m
Morning Worship
TEMPI.E HILL UNITED
10 00 am
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
Sunday School
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AWE CHURCH
1000 •.m
Sunday School
1)00 • m
Morning Service
Pastor William J Pratt

Cain's '11

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray- 753-6448

rirrors BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

West View Nursing Home
**CORPORA it0

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
(502)753-1304
ADMINISTRATOR

MURRAY BP
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
753-9164
S. 12th & Glendale
Southside
Shopping
Center
"Modem Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796

[QuicKnurr]
of murray

Martin Davenport
R.Ph. Owner
759-9245
12th & Olive
(next to Suzie Qs)

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall
Robert Tabers, Owner
Corner of 299 & 464
489-2126
42054
Ky.
,
Klrksey
6
P.O. Box

Picigilf wig*
OPEN MCK-Fill. 24 FOURS A DAY; SAT. & Sttt 7 Al-IIIONIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
753-6168

501 N. 4th

Hidden Valley
Kennels
"Boarding For Dogs & Cats"
Hwy. 464 (1 mlle east of laritsey)
489-2377

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAURANT

—Daily Luncheon and Dinner Buffet759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

DaT

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

623 South 4th
759-1144
0•:n Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Isitierray Ledger & Times
low Whitnell Ave.
753-1916

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky Economy Car Center
753-8850
800 Chestnut St

LL
641 SUPER SHE10:00
p.m.

Open 6:30 8.M. - Cline
Sunday Open 7:00 am.-Close 9:00 p.m.

South 12th

Phone 753-9131

Lt.:3
t.

.•••-•••• -mu

' 4•0'1;1
a arx:
•
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Churches release information about Sunday's services
Coles Camp Ground
present a presentation at 7 p.m serFromm, Richard Kirby, Louis Charette,
United Methodist
vice. Sunday School will be at 9:30
Bob Garland, Pat Wilson, Virginia
The Rev Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
a.m., Library open at 8:30 am. and
Smart, Richard Tress, Catherine
will speak at 9 a.m. service with
610 p.m., Mission Friends at 10.45
Tress, John Mikulcik, Cindy Ciemson,
Donald Williams as song leader and
a.m., Acteens at 4:45 p.m., Youth
Jane Blankenship, John Young, Art
Dean Stephenson as pianist Sunday
Choir at 5:50 p.m, GAs, RAs and Sign
Cr1pps, Carol Holcomb, Helen Lampe,
School with Jam/ Lassiter as superinAileen Casimir', John Clark, Marie
Language Class at 6 p.m and DeaA spacial Veterans' day servica will
tendent will be at 10 a.m
cons at 8 p.m.
Clark, Frances Ross, Larry Krouse
be at 10:50 a.m. Speakers will be
Cherry Corner Baptist
West Fork Baptist
and Judy Krouse.
Bruce Thomas, deacon of the weak,
The Rev. Roy Gibson. evangelist,
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasGoshen United Methodist
Bob Perrin, Chuck Ward, Dick Gay,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m reviThe Rev Susan Allsop-Atkinson,
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
Ralph Bogard, Randy Post, Bill Halval services. Cecil Glass will be music
services. The music program will be
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m service
liard, Tel Fannin, Randolph Swtory,
director with Anna Requarth and Lucy
with Betty Lawrence as lay assistant.
directed by Don Norsworthy with BrenRupert Maynard and Coff410 Vanca.
Ann Forrest as accompanists. Sunday
childof
accomas
chargi
Arnold
in
Janet
be
and
will
Wyatt
Sexton
musda
the
Tina
direct
will
Winchester
Randall
School will be at 10 a.m. and Church
panists. Karla Blakely will sing a solo
ren's church. Acolytes will be Nathan
ic with Tanya Simmons and Cindy
Training at 5 p.m.
at morning hour and the Children's
Doyle and Dana Parker. Shelby Suitor
Ruppel as accompanists. The SanctuTemple Hill United Methodist
will be nursery volunteer. Sunday
Choir at evening hour. The church will
ary Choir will sing 'Brethem, We Have
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
observe the ordinance of The Lord's
School with Ronnie Hutson as director
Met to Worship and Cindy Vance will
will speak at 10 a.m. service and the
will be at 10 a.m.
Supper at evening hour. Bernice Garsing •Froedom is a Five Letter World.
Rev. Joe Walker at 7 p.m. service
Kirksey United Methodist
land will serve as deacon of the week
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
Janna Hopkins will be music director.
The Rev. Dan M. Leslie, pastor, will
and Alan Miller will conduct Children's
speak at 7 p.m. service. Sunday
Sunday School with Benny Herndon
Church. Sunday School with Philip
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
School will be at 940 a.m. and Discias superintendent will be at 11 a.m
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Bazzell as director will be at 10 a.m
ple Training and Preschool and ChildNew Mt. Carmel Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
Clarice Norsworthy and Janice Hays
ren's Choirs at 6 p.m.
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pasas accompanists. Sunday School will
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
First United Methodist
tor, will speak at 11 am. and 6 p.m.
pastor, will speak about 'Join with
be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, minister,
services. Sunday School with Russell
Christian Science
Friends for Support" with scripture
will speak about The Path That Leads
Moss as superintendent will be at 10
Services will be at 1030 a.m. Sunfrom Hebrews 12:26-29 at 10:30 a.m
To Peace' with scripture from Ephea.m.
day and 7:30 p.m each second WedFriendship Sunday service. Alice Witte
sians 2:11-22 at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m
Russell Chapel United Methodist
nesday. Reading Room will be open
will be organist The Immanuel Choir
services. Veterans will be recognized
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
from 12 noon to 3 p m on Wednesday
will sing with Cathy Mallen as director
The Rev. David Atkinson will be liturat 9:45 a.m. service with Red
speak
accompanist
as
Saturday.
acolytes,
KOMI
and
Larry
Dr.
Fitch,
Angie
and
and
Robbie
gist;
Woods as song leader and Dorothy
New Ufa Christian Center
and Glenn Schaffer as trumpeter. Also
Kim Black, music director and Joan
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
Hal and Molly Steenson, pastors of
assisting will be Gregg Helmick Dieter
Bowker, organist. Heath Ryan will play
be at 10:45 a.m.
Praise World Outreach in West FrankJedan, Fred Mohr and Randy Hjetland.
a baritone solo, 'Amazing Grace,' at
New Providence Baptist
fort, Ill., will minister at 11 a.m. serSunday School and Bible Classes will
early service and Chime' Choir will
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
vice. Karen Welch will lead worship
sing 'Like A River Glorious' at later
be at 9:30 a.m.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
with special music by Curt and Jane
New Concord
service. Church School will be at 9:45
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Simmons.
Church of Christ
a.m., Junior and Senior High UMYF
Kirksey Baptist
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
5 p.m., UMYF dinner at 6 p.m, and
independence United Methodist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
Acolyte Hayride at 6:30 p.m.
9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Bible
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p.m. earWestside Baptist
Classes will be at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m
will speak at 11 a.m. SEINICA with
vices. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
Alan Miller speak at 10 30 a m.
Elm Grove Baptist
Richard Dowdy as song leader and
with Gels Edwards and Cindy Cossey
Youth Sunday service with theme
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
with
School
Sunday
serAs
accompanists.
Bright
as
p.m.
As
6:45
being 'The Future Is
speak at 11 a.m. and
School with Howard Coy as superinLewis Warner as superintendent will
vices. Music will be directed by Donald
God's Promise.' The Youth Choir will
tendent will be at 10 a.m.
at
be at 10 a.m and Children's Church
sing '0 Heavenly Father,' Ami Barnett
Smith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
Mason's Chapiol United Methodist
11 a.m.
Burkeen as accompanists. Sunday
will play a trumpet offertory, and Emily
The Rev. Sky Lowe-McCracken,
Coldwater United Methodist
Scott will sing 'Now That You Know.' School with Dwayne Fulkerson as
pastor, will speak from Mark 12:38-44
The Rev Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will speak
director will be at 10 a.m. and Discipleat 11 a.m service. The Adult Choir will
will speak at 11 a.m. service with Rex
about 'The Sin That Leads To Death' ship Training and Junior and Youth
sing with Karen Coles and Sharon
WilSmith as song leader and Jimmy
with scripture from I John 5,16-17 at 6
Choirs at 6 p.m.
Myatt as accompanists. Sunday
son as pianist. Sunday School with
p.m. sarvice. Tommy Scott will direct
Hazel Baptist
School with Frank Coles as director
T.C. Hargrove as director will be at 10
the music with Patsy Neale and SherThe Rev. James Garland, pastor,
will be at 10 a.m. and Bible Study at 6
a.m.
ma Scott as accompanists. Cindy
will speak at 11 am. and 6:30 p.m.
p.m.
Murray Church of God
Vance will sing a solo. Sunday School
Flint Baptist
services. Gene Orr Miller, deacon of
at
speak
will
Dr. J.H. Lipford, pastor,
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Choir Practice
the week, will direct the music with
The Rev Ronnie McPhearson, pas10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His mornat 5 p.m.
Oneida Whits and Roger Hutson as
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal
accompanists. The Choir will sing 'I'd
services. Music will be directed by Bill
ing subject will be 'Put God First' with
The Holy Eucharist will be celeRather Have Jesus' at morning hour.
scripture from Haggai 1:1-12 and
Miller at 11 a.m. and by Darren Chapbrated at 8 and 1030 a.m. Fr. Andre
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams as
man at 6:45 p.m. Gina Brandon and
2:4-8. Dwight and Kathy Lipford will
Trevathan will preside and preach. He
director will be at 9:45 a.m. and DisciKaron Johnson will be accompanists.
sing at morning hour. Danny McGrew
will be assisted by Nancy Schempp
pleship Training with Harold Hutson as
Sunday School will be at 10 a m and
and Dwight Lipford will be
and Kathy Mowery. Host households
director will be at 5:30 p.m
Disciple Training with Edward Chapaccompanists.
South Pleasant Grove
will be Bender, Harnmons and Rice
Murray Baptist Mission
man as director at 6 p.m.
United Methodist
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
First Christian
Celebration of Laity will be at 10:45
The Rev. Charles E. Morphew, passpeak at 2:45 p.m. service. Bible
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Suna.m. service with Bill Phillips as lay
Study will be at 2 p.m.
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The
leader. 'Reflections of the Laity' will
Ferguson Springs Baptist
day School with leel Jackson as
Chancel Choir, directed by Lee Kem,
superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
be by Karen Guttine, Carolyn Parks,
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
will sing 'Gift of Love.' Assisting will
West Murray Church of Christ
Pat Alford, Vicky Grafton, Hewlett
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
be Bob Boeschel, Barbara Pursley,
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
James Hahn, local evangelist, will
Cooper and Doug Crafton. 'The Choir
Marie Forrester, Walt Apperson, Mike
will sing 'On The Jericho Road' with
Vivian Stom as accompanist. Sunday
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. serHolton, Benny Maddox, Terry Hart,
School will be at 10 a.m.
vices. The morning lesson will be
Truman Whitfield as director and
Robert Hopkins, Lynn Griffiths, Ann
Calvary Temple
Kathy Erwin and Tommy C-iaines as
'Submitting To One Another.' John
McKeel, Anita Poynor, Marilyn Stickler,
accompanists. Assisting will be CharThe Rev. E.F. Clare, pastor, will
McKee will be song leader. A series of
Charlie Williams, Don Wilson and Rob
gospel meetings with Hahn as speaker
les and Melva Cooper, Larry McClain, speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serWilliams. Sunday School will be at
will continue at 7:30 p.m., Monday
Richard Nesbitt, Hazel L. Boyd and
vice. Sunday School will be at 10 a m
9:30 a.m., Junior High Group at 4:30
through Friday. Bible classes for all
Darrell Clark. Sunday School will be at
Palestine United Methodist
p.m., Senior High Group at 5,30 p.m.
ages will be at 10 a.m.
9:45 a.m. and Church Conference with
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
and Church Board at 7 p.m.
First Assembly of God
Dr Tommy Edwards presiding at 6
speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley DunFirst Presbyterian
p.m.
The Rev. Jerry Handley, pastor, will
can and Mary Conner will direct the
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout,
Grace Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
music with Faye Childress as pianist
pastor, will speak about 'Pioneers of
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Sunday School with Jimmy Burkeen as
the Faith* with scripture from Hebrews
will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. and 6
Bethel United Methodist
director will be at 10 a.m.
11:14 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
p.m. silfV1C011. His morning subject will
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor,
Chancel Choir will sing 'Now Sing
Good Shepherd United Methodist
be 'Biblical Pins For Puffed-up Christwill speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. serBefore The Lord" with Michael SuerThe Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pasians' with scripture from I Corinthians
Greg Miller will direct the song
vices.
haus as director and Pat Bombs as
a.m.
sertor, will speak at 8:30 and 11
4:6-21. Noble Bray will be deacon of
service with Judy Lamb and Janice
organist. Assisting will be Sal and
vices. Diana TatIock will direct the
the week. Kevin Rudicil will direct the
Farris as accompanists. Ushers will be
Frances Mttarazzo and Robert Madmusic with Margaret Kennedy and Betmusic with Dwane Jones arid Susan
Ricky Johnson and James Miller. Acoson. A fellowship coffee in honor of the
ty Poole as accompanists. Sunday
Jones as accompanists. Sunday
lytes will be Brandy Dedmon and
60 years the church has been minisSchool will be at 10 a.m. and UMYF at
School will be at 945 a.m. and Adult
Michele Rowland. Sunday School will
tering will be follow the service. Sun5 p.m.
Choir at 5 p.m.
at 10:30 a.m.
be
day School will be at 9:30 a.m. and
Coldwater Baptist
Lake-Land Apostolic
Sinking Spring Baptist
Halloween Party from 6 to 8 p m
The Rev. Jackie Geurin, pastor, will
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
The Rev. Russell Miller, pastor, will
Eastwood Baptist
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
at
speak
will speak at 10 a.m. preaching/
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Dr. Lynn Mayan, pastor, will speak
Bobby Manning will direct the music
teaching session. Evangelistic service
Michael Milby will direct the music with
about 'What Is Man?" at 11 a.m. serwith Marge West and Mary Geurin as
will begin at 6 p.m.
Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as
Laura
vice and about 'The Songs of The
be
will
Sunday
School
accompanists.
University Church of Christ
accompanists. Sunday School will be
Lord in the Land of the Devil' at 6 p.m.
at 10 a.m.
Charley Bazzell, minister, will speak
at 10 a.m.
service. Greg Mayall will direct the
Lynn Grove United Methodist
about 'Come Follow Me" with scripture
Oak Grove Baptist
music with April Mack and Susan ReyThe Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
from Mark 1:14-20 at 10 a.m. service.
The Rev. Steve Harper, pastor, will
nolds as accompanists. Gunner Nance
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
and about 'The Power of Our Examspeak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
and Tom Holderby will sing solos at
Kelso will be organist and Cathy Crawple' at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will be
morning hour, arid Loma Borders. Kela
ford will be in charge of children's
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.,
Ernie Bailey, song leader, Connie BurFuqua and Maria Jennings at evening
Children's Bible Study at 6 p.m. and
church. Sunday School will be at 10:30
ton, Ricahrd Smith, Jim Lawson, Prehours. Assisting will be the Rev. Steve
a.m.
Prayer meeting at 6:30 p.m.
ntice Dunn, Gary Johnson, Nick HorTodd, the Rev. Randolph Allen, Rick
Poplar Spring Baptist
Spring Creek Baptist
Starks,
ton, Jesse Horton, Roy
Beam, Brent Evans, Calvin Todd, Max
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
The Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
Jonathan Reid, Ronald Wisehart, E.C. speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m, services.
Dowdy, John Brittain, Anthony Manspeak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Wallin, Barry Grogan, Lloyd Hasty, Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
ning, Bob Tanner, David Lee and
Mark Hardison will direct the music.
Kim Wallis and John Gallagher. Bible
Michael Cutini. Sunday School will be
classes will be at 9 a.m.
at 10 a.m. and Junior Church at 11
St. Leo Catholic
a.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak
and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m. Sunday
about 'Now That We've Been
with Fr. Larry McBride in charge.
Revived!' with scripture from Matthew
Assisting will be Nathan Reed, Chris
25:14-30 at 9 a.m. service and about
Paradise, Phil Bryan, Simone and
'Old Soldiers Never Die' with scripture
Robert Taylor, Victor and Lynn
from Ephesians 6:10-17 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will be Jerry Bolls, song
.leacler, Jamie Potts, Michael Dale,
Johnny Bohannon, Chad Lawson,
Snow Crab, Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Oysters, Fried Shrimp,
Taylor Made
All For Only
Marty Scarbrough. Thomas Schroader,
Fried Oysters, Clarn Strips, Egg Rolls, Scallops, Stuffed
Dan Grimes, Bill Looney, Ted Howard,
.
Woods
Crab, Fried Cod, Creole & Rice, Baked Cajun Pollack.
Bill Nix, Dennis Jones, and Tyler
Crab Meat & Hot Butter, Catfish, Fiddlers. Onion Rings,
Hogan
Bohannon. Bible classes will be at 9
Hot Buttered Corn On The Cob, Cajun Potato Wedges.
a.m.
White Bears.
Woods
Flog Lass Anulable To Ord.
First Baptist
Plus Soup & Salad Bar Including Crab Meat Salad
(oot locludad ii Sato Pm.)
Plus 351w. Dessert Bar.
1-3-5 Tour Blazer rDr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
0
Graphite
speak about 'Children of Light' with
scripture from Ephesians 5:1-14 at
Shaft
1$
10:45 a.m. service. The ordinance of
Oy 1
GeedBa
Frailty & Saturday Bain Of
morning
at
baptism will be observed
Lots Of Others
couple
per
COUZ3n Per Come Per Vita
I
hour. Dr. Ray Moore will direct the
I
music with Janet Finch and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists. The Sanctu$
Bacon, Sausage. White & Redeye °nary. Pried
Country
ary Choir will sing 'Thou Art Worthy,'
Potasoes. Eggs, Preach Toast Slicks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit A
accompanist
as
Praise with Lisa Ray
Juice Btu "We Serra Maxwell House Coffee"
•COUPON
will sing 'Then Will the Very Rocks Cry
...... _
r
Out,' and Bethany Thompson will sing
'So Far' at morning hour. Ron Wright
will serve as deacon of the week. The
Coed Bus., Nev. 10, Mil
BSU Ensemble and Drama Team will
I Coupon Per Coute Per Von

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, Nov. 10,
as follows:
Memorial Baptist
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NO JOKE

Lacey's Offers
Delicious Dining
For A Deal!

T 9p.
.
,
FRI.& SAT.SEAFOOD BUFFE

$39 95

$39.95

82

n.

$159.95 c

MAYFIELD GOLF &
COUNTRY CLUB

00 2 SEAFOOD BUFFETS
OFF

1=1

.....

11•11,

•••

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

Haiti,

99

...... On

es

WPFITOBROADWAY247-1862
:
OP

EN

8850

Akk„,
1.m.
)131

,
.
• '4P

HOLLYBERRY BAZAAR
First Presbyterian Church
16th & Main
November 9'h, Open 8 am
Tea Room—Bakary—Crafts—Colleetibles
Tickets sold for Quilt and an "Old World' Santa

0
0

2 SUNDAY BUFFETS:

OFF

c"'

SUNDAY BUFFETfeaturing STEAMBOAT AROUND
11 A.M. To 9 P.M.
And Much rebore latiudiug
Torbay,Cerebroid Dressing,Southern Fried Chic ken Bar B-Q Ribs,Country
Ham, Whobt Kornai Corn, Green Nana Broccoli & Chore, Cauliflower a
Chow,Mashed Potatoes, Baked Apulia, Lima Beans,30 Item Soup a Salad
Bar, Dislielossa Soil.. Dessert Bar.

Lacey's
319 N. Main Si. Bent„n, 1%$.

$

99

REFAMILY
STAURANT

527-7275

Sunday School with Many Futrell as
director will be at 10 a.m. and Church
Training with Ricky Stewart as director
will be at 6 p.m.
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., pastor, will speak at 930 a.m. service.
Ralph Robertson will direct the music
with Edwina Petrie as pianist. Sunday

School will be at 10.30 a.m
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8:30 a.m. and 10.30
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Max
Lawrence will be song leader with
Martha Lou Lawrence and Shelia Clark
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9.30 a.m.

Lipfords serving here

The Rev. J.H. Lipford is serving as pastor of Murray Church of God.
He has had 35 years of pastoral experience. Lipford said he "will
work in cooperation with any area church or campus ministry. He
and his wife, the former Marie Henry of Trigg County, are tiring in
Murray. They have two children, Dwight, 32, and Sharon, 23, and two
grandchildren.

FROM tHE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

I. This morsel of advice should be used by all: Know thyself!
2. There is the minister who has found if he asks enough people he
can usually find someone who'll advise him to do what he was going to
do anyway.
3. Time spent in helping others is time well spent indeed.
4. Yours is less than a home if your teenagers are eager to leave it
once they learn how to drive.
5. Everything in our society is based on the stability of the family.
6. Share experiences as a family, go places and do things together.
7. Children will forget the material things you gave them as they
were growing up but they will remember the experiences you had
together as a family.

GOSPEL
MEETING
West Murray
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Holiday Dr. & Doran Rd.
Murray, KY

November 10-15
7:30 p.m. - Mon.-Fri.
Regular Meeting Times on Sunday

SPEAKER: James Hahn
For additional information or if you need
transportation please call:

753-4935

"fitrie7,r
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Congratulations

$33.33
$33.33
$33.33

KIM FOSTER
RITA BURKEEN
JUNE VANOVER
This is the first year the
Ledger & Times has had
three contestants get all
matches correct. The prize
money was totalled and divided between the winners,
each receiving $33.33.

•

A special thanks
to all those who
entered our
contest.
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Jeff Summers

Offering:
Same day service
on most single
vision lenses
-Contact Lenses
-Contact Lens Fitting

-Eyeglass Repair
-Fashion Eyeware

Summers falitical
753-7063

Olympic Plaza

Boots $10 OFF

SerciCeMASTER

Ill

•

hack

ServiceMASTER of the Lakes
759-1707

41

c4:11.,fi,

,
.1

John Warren Nix

'TT

Bank of Murray
'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK"
Illiaalloar FDIC

"One of the nation's safest banks"

da

Hrs Mon -Sat
9 30-8 00
Sun 1-5

COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTLAL
CLEANING SERVICES

;4.

,f

hoe

759-4795
Olympic Plaza

Sale & Rentals
'Wedding Gowns
Flower Girls, Brides' Maid
'
'Tuxedos begin at '29.99
Joyce Key

•Accessories
'Social Invitations

All in stock for your Wedding needs.

Casual Wear

50% OFF

Eabs

it Mr.

Olympic Plaza, Murray 763-1300
144,10p,
Mayfield Plaza, Mayfield 247-1500
Court Square, Paris, TN 642-5300
Mon-Fri. 9am-7pm
Sat. 9am-6pm & Sun. lpm-5pm

1

.41111111

OW-

•-•-•
.."(;•/.'"ef;;-e

Kristen

Dress Pumps &
Dress Flats
Buy One-Get One
Hornbeck
1/2 OFF

if 2

ife
'
r

•

Julie & Glenn Dossett

Annual
Fall Harvest

7.

•

•
it.. -4

SPECIALIZING IN:
'Carpet and
Furniture Cleaning
*Fire Restoration

Set Your Sights
on Good Vision

Formal Wear
Headquarters

Lisa Eells

Wal-Mart
ALWAYS
has the
lowest prices
on the brands
you trust.

WALMART

Karen McDowell

Twills Williams

OUR PEOPLE CARE.
REALTY

PEOPLES

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-8
Pharmacy Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-8

It's the
people at
Peoples
that make
the difference

-Sonya Darnell -753-1970
-Kenneth Dame 4374712
•Prondc• Dunn .753-5725
-Catherine Glass .759-1590
-Bob Haley 459-2266
•Chetly Hicks .435-4510
sloe Kennon .753-206$
-Anna Roguarth .753-2477
-Randal Scott -759-4510
-James Thurman .753-2553
-Terry Walter .3544329
-Joe Watkins 437-4229

•
I

4V. g

,BAN

KY.
MURRAY
Merrt5er FDIC

3.12th. at Sycamore
Murray
753-1651

2F,AtTon•
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24 Varieties

Everyda
All Donuts

"Your
Reap the
Harvest
for future
savings!

30 or 3.00
each

dozen

10% Senior Citize
Discounts
during the month of November

Roper Hornback

Buy 1 Dozen Get 2nd Dozen
1/2 Price Sunday Only!

Randy Fuller

620 Unlimited Tanning

Clean and Upscale Atmosphere
—Leagues Now Forming—,

Nov. 1-Nov. 30
Come in & draw for future savings.
Packages Non-Transferable

OPER'S DONUT
1409
Main St.

Marla Sutherland

759-1736

Wolff Tanning
Olympic Plaza 753-Wolf

Murray's
Newest
Family
Billiard
Center

Break Time Billiards

I

Full-Service
Florist"
All your
floral needs
are just a phone call away
at Judy's of Murray.
753-1515

Dianne Feltner

12th St.

I I() N

Dixieland Center
759-9303

Ckie
'
lt to Chren's Food Market)

Select
Fall and
Winter
Groups
Debbie Lambkins

20%

off
For after hours shopping
appointments, call 753-7657
"Making you look good makes us look good."

$uzie

Sipppe
=

Corner of
12th & ()Ike

Murray
753-7657

Family Stook House
753-0440
12th St. Bel-Air Center
Sun.-Thurs. 11-9 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 11-10 p.m.

Christy Curtz
*U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks Cut
Fresh Daily
*Daily Lunch And Dinner Special
*Soup, Salad and Hot Bar
*Banquet Or Meeting Room For
70 People
*Kids Eat FREE On Tuesday

Lisa Scalf

We Offer
The Best
Products,
Installation
and Service

Friday & Saturday
Special
FREE DRINK
with purchase of
sandwich & fries,

Don Ragsdale
Open Monday-Friday 8-4:30
Our Showroom is Now Open
Saturday 8-Noon

'Home Of America's
Best Cheeseburger"

Thornton Tile
and Marble, Inc.

Sammons' Bakery
Chestnut St.

612 S. 9th

753-5434

•All Colors
•All Types
•Raised Letters
Chrissy Fairchild

Quality at
Price"
Affordable
an

-Fine

West Kentucky's Leading
Ladies Fashion Store

0
712

WE HAVE THE
LARGEST CARD
SELECTION
IN MURRAY!

590

ITT

!353

Theispsep Channel

SCREE.P
. I PRINTING

Joni Canup

Jason Cybulski

Jackets (Wool, Satin, Corduroy)
Sweats, Caps & 1-Shirts
Sewn On Letters, Transfers
Trophies, Appliques
Now Taking
Christmas Orders
Central Center

753-7743

753-5719

&A 0rot
syEa
ee
JO FREE DAY1 of Disney.
sAVE slili
Hurry In...Limited Time Offer!

CAS E
\AMON
Bel-Air Center

753-5005

Carlton Cards
•Couples
•Cartoon Factory
•Fresh Apple
•Maricetplace
Claudia Russell
•Greeting Cards
To Go
•Lasting Thoughts
An assortment of birthday, get well, anniversary, baby, *adding,
thank you, sympathy, hohday cards and more!

Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale at Whitnell
Across From Ledger & Ti

5The only American & Chinese buffet in town.
*Luncheon Buffet(Mon.-Fri. 11-1:30),3hot meals
- 3 vegetables and salad bar - $3.95
*Friday Seafood Buffet, Saturday Special Dinner
Buffet (5 p.m.-9 p.m.) $8.95
*Sunday Brunch, (11-1:30) $5.95
*Carry Out & Large Party Room Available
*Gift Certificates

„lr$
aAR-3-p

*Bar-B-0 &
Burgers are
...cooked by
people who care
*Convenient
At
Drive Up Window
•Home Cooked
Dale Mullins Pies
Friday & Saturday
Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Flied Chicken,Food Bar,Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar. Includes drink.
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Classified

DEADLINES

follows:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as
3 p.m.
Friday
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
y 3 p.m.
Tuesda
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
N1F It(•IIANI)ISE
ANNOUNCEMENTS
For Sale Or Trade
130
Notice
Legal
01
Want To Buy
140
Notice
02tr
Articles For Sale
150
Personals
025
Appliances
Card of Thanks 155
030
Home Furnishings
160
In Memory
040
Antiques
165
Lost & Found
050
Cleaners
Vacuum
170
EMPLOYMENT
Sewing Machines
180
Help Wanted
060
Sports Equipment
200
Situation Wanted
090
Firewood
210
Business Opportunity 220
100
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Instruction
260
110
Pets & Supplies
380
MISCELLANEOUS
FARMERS MARKET
Public Sale
410
Farm Equipment
190
For Trade
Supplies
&
k
540
Livestoc
370
Free Column
560
390 ...............Poultry & Supplies
Wanted
Produce
570
400 •
Miscellaneous
240
Feed & Seed
550

">.

•••••

INVITATION TO BID
• THE CITY OF MURRAY WILL BE ACCEPTING BIDS FOR THE INSTALLATION OF CHAIN LINK FENCING AND
GATES AT THE WATER TREATMENT
PLANT LOCATED AT ELM AND L.P.
MILLER STREETS AND FOR THE
FENCING AND GATES AT THE WATER
STORAGE TANK LOCATED AT 18TH
AND MILLER STREETS.
SPECIFICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT
THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE, SOUTH
5TH AND POPLAR STREETS,:MURRAY,
KENTUCKY. BIDS ARE TO BE DELIVERED TO THE CITY CLERKS OFFICE
NO LATER THAN 1:00 P.M. WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1991.
THE CITY OF MURRAY RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO ACCEPT THE LOWEST OR
BEST BID OR TO REJECT ANY OR ALL
BIDS SUBMITTED.

Palpate TA SW-24270•Fiabia-Price,
lac. Murray.5aaarkp ORTI
Article, Roared: Toys
AR tracker corral
Cartlflarlao Dela,Orrin IL 111.1
Impact Dry Ow ea After Mort
IC.11/90 aod Were Docrober XI,
I Or
Expiration Date Dr...lbw 11,1500
If you •re Maria for tamer omen
re Trod. AdJarrant roarer
pripar the Darartuaral air Eatpartner Sonic,,ra:

‘V:7•,

Help yos nod a re
Pay weekly cash bower
Drip pay ko trailers
Help pay row trawl ears rar
roars for a OP I. arthr ram
Help ry your reatorton exp.e.e
if ye. nod • pse w another re.
aturty
Raper r tor at pratre ut the
Deportment ha Earrywrit So,
•at ea office rarer row hums to
apply Par tree brefIr

kk:

Rental

Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360
Sales

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
....11qpie Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

FOR Immortal* Saks Fernily business available in
Murray area Part-time pos
sible Income to $51,000
Sell for $25,000 cash Seri
outs inquiries only call Corporate 1 800277 5650 cr
1-800-733-5650

MATCHING loveseat and
chair Gas dryer Stereo
wishelf Bowling ball Bird
cages Miscellaneous
436-2571

HAIRSTYLIST Master cuts
is now

hiring to work at

Massercuu You don't have to
have a cliental, just be a great
hair cuuer We believe that we
have one of the best compensauce and benefit packages in
the industry "Guaranteed
wages plus incentive bonuses.
Group health insurance, paid
vacations, monthly retail contest with pnres. Free advance
training, free supplies, opportunity for advancement with
national diain. To find out
more Call Loretta at
442-3234

110

Instruction
TRUCK -Driver Training
School Immediate lob
placement Call Tim
502-472-6428

Wvit

To kg
16FT uttkty trailer Call after
3prn. 436-5494

SHOP ceding gas heaters
$65/ea 328-8980
WOOD stove 436 2667
1

3"

4"

5" . 6'

7"

8"

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

1

8.00

18.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

2
3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

140.00 160.00 180.00200.00
20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00 100.00120.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word 25.00 minimum lit day.
consecutive day.
54 per word per day for each additional
a go into Shopping Guide.)
Si r20 extra for shopper (Tues. Claasified
92.00 extra for blind box ads.

410

Musical
FENDER Bass ri stock
amp Arbor Striped Explorer bass guitar. 6 mce
old Over $1000 new Sell
or trade tor drum set. ATV
or 7 John, 753-6613

AURORA Area: Very nice
2br, central H/A, water, appliances $275/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898

SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums, demos sound
tracks, pnglee Benton, KY

Applinces
210

HEAVY Duty washer and
dryer $100/•• Call
753-1449 after 5pm.
UPRIGHT freezer, $85 30'
gas stove $100 759-1916
160

Hoes
Funtiehkie
CONTEMPORARY love
seat, cherry wood, $450
Ladies and Gents chars.
Queen Anne style w/cherry
wood 436-2263

Pete
Supple*

MAW
Homes For Rent

527-0453

500 GALLON propane gas
tank 753-7953

7'

2213

ATTENTION Excelkint income for home assembly
wait INFO 504-646-1700
Dept P2021

300

3 BEAGLES all ready to
hunt 436-2251
MC Doberman puppy Female, red and rust, shots
arid wormed,ears cropped,
partially house-broken
753-0324

81/01111149

Rerdaie
COMMERCIAL Building tor
rent $400/mo. South 12th
St New electrical, heating
and air Zoned right
753-3966

Illecellaneoue

For Rent

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U S
blocks and plate blocks
Excellent U S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars. proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies If we don't have it.
we'll order it We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Soultiside Manor,
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora) 753-4161

at Sycamore
and 4th St.
400 sq ft building.

Good location for business or office. High visibility $200mo
Call Allison
Photography
753-8809

AKC,- puppies. Various
breeds 615-746-5355.
AKC Registered Pomeranian, 8wks old, cream. Reduced, $100. 753-5950.

Need
Extra
Cash?

Run a
yard sale
ad in the
classifieds.
Call

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or ornate lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
Grooming

Garale Sale

1604 Tabard Dr.
(Martin Heights)
Sat. Nov. 9
8 am - 12 pm

i ll

Yard Sale

Naas
'NEEDED A Christian
Bible College existing in
terdenominational theological seminary. want to open
a school in Calloway
County near Ky Lake, with
Christian campground and
repeat facilities Funds are
krnited seek good pnce or
donation of 20 to 30 acres
Call 813-522-7676
AUFIORA Pizza Magic DeIscious hand tossed pizza.
spaghetti Across from
Hitching Post Dine in or
carry out Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
47 4 -8 1 1 9
Toes
1-800-649-3804

•

•

ONLY Opportunity this yea
to obtain Xmas and consolidation loans with no credit
check 803-293-1641
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BASEBALL Cards and
Supplies The Dugout, 616
S 4th Open M-T-T,
2 30-7. F 2 30-6. Sat 10-5,
Closed W 1 Sun
753-27411

a,

VCR Service
AH

Ward-Elkins ,
trf
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•,

•
•
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753-1713
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Her
:Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

025
Personals
CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn We are committed to
being the beet parents
Exes.eiaxl CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618

Carport
Sale

UGLY CARPET SALE

New Southern L'rvin'
3 br. & 2 bths
1991 16 x 70
SN:2121
$16,900.00 F.O.B.
Ph. 502-527-1427

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Gateway Mobile
Homes, Inc.

LOST
A heavy -barrel RSA
22
Martini Action
Target Rifle Lost near
HS
Canovray Co
Sunday PM
If Mound please colt
436-2136
REWARD!
LOST Beagle, new Shiloh
conenunity. Maio, blue collar with Hickory address

Phone 7534714 or collect
to Hidtory 856•3398 Re
ward, $50

WANTED Alterations 10 do KING-Size waterbed pad
in my home Experienced ded side rails, lighted book
afferatton lady new to tie case, headboard with mir
area 753-1379
ror 1 yr old Fluid 1000
waveless matress. 6
WILL do housecleaning
drawer pedestal, vibrator,
referhave
ed,
Experienc
accessories. $250 OBO
ences 753-6782
753-2903 Leave Message
WILL do housecleaning in
KONIE electric wench
Murray only 474-2131, ask
12,000 ibe Made in Hous
Ice Betty
ion, TX w/cable Contact
WILL do housecleaning Johnny Garland 753-4790
and babysraing 437-4009 or 753-46411

BALDWIN Acrosonic
Piano, $1200 436-2263
PIANO BARGAIN. Wanted
responsible party to take
over tow monthly payments
on spinet piano Can be
seen localli Wnle to Credit
Manager. P.O Box 386,
Shelbyville. IN 46176
PIANO tuning and repair
75e-9661

Mobile
Haan Far Reid

1BR water furnished Pa
norama Shores $175/rrio
502-886-2271
BEAUTIFUL 14 wide 2br
furnished on private of 1 5
miles from Murray
$250/mo $250 deposit
753-7963
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking dts
twice to college 753 5209

Your Ad Could Be'
Here
Call
753-1916,

DAISY Grooming, Saturday, by appointment
753-7819

PEG'S
753-2915

120

Public
Sale

AKC Registered Rothveder
pups AKC Registered
Cocker Spaniel tamale. 6
mos old 489-2476

COUCH and Loveseat
Sole oak hame with rePubis
ANTIQUES by the piece or movable aerators 2 pone
1,2. or 3 BEDROOM turn
collections Cat 753-9433 end tables, 1 with magaished apartments nea
zine rack 2 brass/glass
after 5pm
MSU. 753-6111 days o
FARRIS Auction Company,
lamps All very good condinights
753-0606
home
W. Den Farris, Auctioneer,
CASH tor mobile
•SE•JEWELS
FABRICS
tion 492-8840
W/D
Box 149, Hazel, KY.
PC.
H/A,
central
tires 57-512 each
1BR,
your
For
AINTS
QUINS•P
UVINGROOM couch and holiday shirts, lots of new hook-up, references and (502) 49?-8796/8796. We
527-2932
it all,
char light gold, like new
seasoned tabncs Country deposit required No pets appraise arid sell
TV Antenna tower and/or 753-4849
753-3949
$225/mo.
68-641,
Hwy
,
Remnants
2440
489
antenna, rotor
MOVING, Must Sell at loss, Draffertville, Marshall Co. 1BR downstairs duplex apt.
$400 Dining room suite, Ky., Mon-Sat 10am-5pm
Stove and refrigerator, priincludes buffet, china ca- TOP Soil, good rich dirt
',ekes
vate, near hospital
bsnet, table and thaws. Call Ideal for yards and plant $275imo Utilities furnFor Sale
759-9215 or 753-3635
ished 759-1987
beds 759-1828 753-2446
30 GALLON gas Hedges
SECRETARY- water heater $80 Myer NEW Wood dinet set with 4 Bogard Trucking & Exca- 1BR furnished apartment
vating Inc
Receptionet Knowledge of gas furnace $220 chairs Never used
Some utilities paid. Close to
New seasonal
759-4170
word processor, skills in 436-5671 or 436-2326
University and hospital,
250
or 753-4012.
bookkeeping, typing and
n baskets
753-8756
woode
waterbed
Single
35mm CAMERA wilash SUPER
Business
payroll reports helpful
ng Christincludi
downleather bonkcase headboard, all
near
apts
2BR
and
or
1
meter
light
Services
Send resume to P 0 Box
baskets
mas
Murray. Also 3 to lbr
Carousel slide accessories included
town
$125
case,
1040A Murray
PRIVATE Investigato
house 753-4109
misc.
protector and screen. $100 759-4630 after 5pm
other
and
D B A Confidential Invest)
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- Flood spotlight tor car or
items.
H/A,
2BR Duplex, central
1Ck
gallons, Southside Shop
INGS NEED a yob? A boat,$25 FUll-SIZEI comforappliances, quiet residenping Center. Suite 0102
GED/ Hope for tie future? ter bedspread and dust
tial area $300/mo
Murray, 753-2641
Antiques
You may qualify if 'You do ruffle. 2 sets of drapes to
753-8096 or 753-2633
shams
high
or
GED
Valences,
your
match.
not have
L RUGS
ORIENTA
OLD
020
are
match,
'You
to
270
and small pillows
school diploma
2BR duplex All appliances,
Saturday
Wanted any size or condi
Mobile
between tie ages of 16 & $75 753-5950
no pets Deposit required
bon Call 1-800-443-7740
Nodes
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Homes For Sale
753-2967
21 We we an E 0 E This
$300/mo
ASHLEY fireplace insert
protect is funded by the
1506 Cardinal Drive
12 WIDE Skyline. less than ELEGANT new 1br apt
with surround panel and
Private
AS SEEN ON T V
Kentucky
Western
must
cked,
clothes
Over-sto
atiWomen's
ted
$1000
Thermost
n
hrescree
Completely redecora
epode
A
LEARN TO DRIVE Industry Council-OfJTP
sold at some price Ph
deposit
blower sysbe
controlled
cally
,
$250
some
S250/mo.
12-16),
EquiPalat
(sizes
School
Out
527-1427, Gateway Mobile Partial utilities paid
TRACTOR-TRAILERS Call J TPA 9 3 7 8
tem Fire-box 25' wide, 16'
mens (large sizes),
7 5 3
lAen's
Alike
s
NO EXPERIENCE
PINGi
Homes, Inc
deep 18' high Excellent
753-7953.
NEEDED
8am 1130e m
many household articondition $350 753-8019 pro-line got clubs, three
Good
bath
1
2br,
12x52,
applications for
pitching
TAKING
through
iron
ANCE
ALLI
puzzles, metal
cles,
applicaNOW accepting
Wic icor Draw Tarr* a..ot
BOYS and Girls clothes wedge Also one iron, ex- condition, underpinning
Nov 1st Large 2br, basemetal deframe,
bed
LINIA.10111, T
tions for LPN and CNA s
or
345-2484
and teens, sizes 8-14 °silent price! For more in- $4000 firm
ment Partly furnished, Wit)
Murray area Flexible
tector.
247-7704
Good shape 753-1541 or formation call 753-3895.
hook-up, stove and rehours excellent salary 1 to
quiet neighbor436-2305
care
1986 MAYS, 14.70, 3br. 2 frigerator,
patient
1
3200/mo v deposit
.
hood
all
and
air
$1200.
3-0453
central
bath
1-800.33
Bazaar &
CONSOLE piano
489-2741 after 5pm
1 year old
es
table.
applianc
dining
oak
Round
Gradu
Bake Sale
SOCIAL WORKER
11
desk, $75.
753-3265.TAKING applications for
ate of an Accredited School $250 14 metal
a.m.-3 p.m.
9
Firewood
Singe CO player, $130
subsidized
1991 CHAMPION, 16x80, section 8 rent
1-800-334-1203 of Social Work Eligible for Panasonic rack stereo,
Nov. 9
Sat.
bed3
&
s 1, 2
Ky Uoense Prefer egen3br. 2 bath Very nice all apartment
AtA FIREWOOD, Sea
Apts
Hai:late
Apply
rooms
room
Tea
after
once with MFVDD service $200 759-4960
sorted oak, delivered or the extras! 759-9220
Hardin, Ky. or call
SON OR DAL:GMT:Si
Contact-Personnel
a.m.6pm
9
COUCH,loveseat, refoger
from
pick up 492-8254
502-437-4113 EHO
502-797-3771 EOE
ator, stove, set of bunk
AGE Ir
at
p.m.
1
Used
on
stocked
OVER
DON'T wait until winter to
antique she
WELDERS Pass in-house beds, desk,
Doublewides, starting at
uel
and/
Imman
cut
We
will
get
wood
753-7483
Unless still in School
Days.
340
certification teat stick or dow box
or spirt your wood for you $9995 Make an offer,
Lutheran
Houses
or College, their
mtg, uphill plate wet Start or riche 759-1825
Gateway Mobile Homes,
now Ask for John
For Rent
ing range $6 00-8 00/hr CRAFTSMAN 11 HP riding 759-9710
Church,
Ph. 527-1427
family group hospital
fringe benefits *Duet- mower, 3 years old $450
Good
15th & Main
14x70 1BR House Newly remodinsurance may have
FIREWOOD Delivered, REPOSSESSED:
ted applicants apply at 759-9672
yard,
large
Fireplace,
eled.
new
Murray, Ky
like
lust
expired due to age
Thompson Steel Pipe Co
$30 Pick-up, $20. Commodore,
gain Ap- in county $230/mo. v deyour
loss,
Bank's
365-5030
KY
Princeton
436-5598
67 or
Our most popular MaDOUBLE oven eiectnc ca
pros $500 down, less than posit 753-01
554-0148 for appointment.
WENDY'S is hoist hiring for binet included Electric A FIREWOOD for sale $200/mo Ph 527-1427
jor Medical Policy ofall posons, day and night range top, Tappan Best 437-4667
fers comprehensive
shills. Apply at more from offer 753-4569
28R brick, carport and garFIREWOOD 436-2744
benefits at reasonable
2-4prn daily
Fri. & Sat.
age 2 miles East of Almo
FINGERTIP minis jacket
searates. For free thforFIREWOOD,green or
437-4386 after 5pm
Nov. 8 & 9
$600 436-2263
soned 753-5476
mation call:
1511 Martin
2+BR house, 15 minutes
FRANKLIN fireplace insert
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
Available DeMurray.
from
Chapel Rd.
OBO
$200
ll
w(blower
Jerry McConne
and Hckory Cut to order
$425/mo
cember
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
753-1188
9
daytime
474-8086,
Insurance 753-419
435-6098.
Rain or Shine
IBM Compatible 386 com- 753-98003 after 5'3m
lbws Id dada arria*
28R house completely
Furnitixe, stereo equipCall 753-1916 puter 2M8 Ram 80M8 OAK no bark $20 picked furnished, washer and
ment, clothes, hunting &
hard drive Complete sysup Murray 436-5560
dryer 753-0919 after 6pm.
of
lots
fishing equip., lane/heamodem
with
tem
090
Last
software 759-9524
ters, carpets
WOOD for sale, 753-9745
&tuition
38R. 1 bath, large utility
And Found
Warted
room, central gas H/A.
JINNY Lind changing table
1350/mo plus deposit and
FOUND black and tan BABYSITTING daytime $30 Baby swing like new
references 1108 Elm St.
750-1443
492-8399
PUPPY
Experienced $20
only
2n1
Murray 812,477-0985
759-4490
LOCAL Company has
opening for experienced
secretary Successful applicant will possess good typing skits and an understanding of secretarial reWord
sponsibilities
processing experience a
definite plus Good working
conditions compensation
and benefits package
Send resume to P 0 Box
10408 Murray. KY 42071
Resumes accepted thru
Nov 16th

10"

1"

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

t,.. •

9"

Days

TRANSPORTATION

150

FOR sale 50% of Classic
Pizza in Murray to working
$ 7 000
partner
901-627-2935

Display Ads
3rd Run.
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% DiscountPeriod
k All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day
Tuesday
111 50 per column inch extra for

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Artkies
For'Sele

DRIVERS Earn to $560
a* Small package delivery Relocate, Co car.
1-800-824 2030

lEffective Jan 2. 1991>

SERVICES

Bunkum
Opportunity

CARPENTER needed Call
437.4261

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ESTATE

their ads for any error The

can be
should be reported immediately so corrections

7534916

Help
Maimed

lard
Notice

L Et. AL NOTICE
st E NOLO YMINT
INSURANCE
TRADE ASSET ANCE

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

100

010

ADJUSTMENTS

of
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion
only one incorrect insertion Any error
for
e
responsibl
be
will
&
Times
Ledger
Honey
made

'17

livestock
& Supple*
HUDSON Company Saddies, Bridles 8 Horse supphes 753-8763 or
753-4545
MF 300 combine 1960
Chevy 2-ton, 4-row cultivator 489-2840 or 480-2273

Inside Yard Sale
Fri. - Sat.
Nov. 8-9
8:15 - 4:00
6 miles north of

Murray on 1824.
(Formerly Thweets
Service Station)
House hold items, New 10
speed takes, New tools,
Lamps, Drill press Toniens, Childrens clothes,
Booster seats, Childs bike
carriers, Honda motorcycles, Lots of misc No sales
Friday before 815 art.

2-Family
Garage Sale
Sat., Nov. 9
7 a.m. to Noon
1202 S. 16th
Furniture, stereo, exercise bike, to speed bike,
sweaters,
pictures,
coats, Webber grill,
lamps, lots of quality
miscellaneous ferns.

MOVING
SALE
Sat., Nov. 9
8 a.m. tll 1 p.m.
416 N. 5th St.
3 piece living room
suite, old trunk, lawn
mower, household
items, clothing and
much more.
•

Yard
Sale
603 Sycamore St.
Sat, Nov. 9th
9 a.m.-7
No early sales please.
household
Mostly
items. But something
for everyone.

Carport Sale
1707 Keenland Dr.
Sal Nov. 9'
8 am • ?
Aerocycie exercise

bike, nintendo and
atari games, tapes,
radio, cameras, cobiers bench, telephone table, books,
nice picture frames,
photo albums, ladies clothes, misc.

5-Party
Garage
Sale

Sat, Nov. 9th
1100 Berkshire CI
(Gatesborough)
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Clothes, household
items, bikes, much
more

1
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CLASSIFIEDS

hi

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

17if aAssasivr
Whether you're In the
market for a washing
machine or a gym sot,
you'll find It in

the

nay
Ledger & Times

D.00

Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

6 ACRES, commercial
properly just outside city
limits on highway 60A in
Pans. 2br, 1 1/2 bath trams
house, 1-24'x36'
rented, 1-double garage,
1-20rx40' barn, 1-12'x16'
storage building. Owner financing available, make offer. 642-9123.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at

oo)

Knights of Columbus Hall

south

KY 04 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
to Sq. Halo Road. right on Sq. Halo Road

mile

All PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
P 0 Box 1033 Murray
/53 0466

sale

High on a hill with 3 acres of land! Spacious brick
home with central heat & air. Outbuildings,
carport, fences. $48,000.

Roberts Realty
753-1651

414 So. 12th.

h of
1824.
eats
on)
kw 10
tools,
Tmk-

Is bike
otorcyo saas
Sent

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - *as& electric ranges

Factory Augmr[zed Repairs For:
Tappan-KelvInater-Emerson-Br9vvn
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270
V
ale

Studeellibrittent Inc.

FOR Sale Commercial
Bldg 3780 sq ft ground
Moor, 1550 sq ft upstairs
storage 753-9400 after
7pm
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1 222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L
SMALL acreage mini-farms
and lots for trailers
489-2161 after 6pm

2 ACRES woods, 6 miles
from Murray, 753-7824
BEAUTIFUL, wooded lots
located approximately 2'4
miles from city limits, reasonably priced; mobile homes
accepted; owner financing
available to qualified buyers. Call John Downs at
MTG, 753-4000.
PRIME lakefront lot
Wooded and ready for the
perfect lake hideaway For
sale by owner. 753-3913
FALL Special. All lots in
Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3.3 miles west of Murray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted Priced from $4500
to $6500 Nice wooded lots
included 753-5841 or
753-1566

FARMERS DEUGHT. 115
acres +-, four bedroom
home, 2 baths, (2) grain
bins, equipment sheds
$89,500.85 acres +- mostly
open,equipment shed, 3br,
1 bath home. $68,500.
Moody Realty Go., Tommy
Realtor
Moody,
1-800-642-5093, Paris, TN

2BR, 1 bath. Good condition. 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd.
753-5484.

9

oon
th
eXiN•

d bike,
Baton,
grill,
quality

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
t ransmissions.
We Service What We Sell

IG

* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty

9
p.m.
St.
room
t, lawn
isehold
g and

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 y rs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
I- or A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

3BR,2 bath 3 miles East of
town. 1750 sq ft Livingroom, diningroom, oak cabinets, ceiling fans Beautifully decorated. 24x24 detached garage. $53,000.
753-0954.
4BR, 2 bath house in town
good neighborhood
$45,900 753-2967
709 GOODMAN. 3br, 2
bath, attached garage,
fenced backyard, large
wood deck, central H/A
$65,900 753-2601 before
8pm
CABIN ON KENTUCKY
LAKE. Lot adjoins TVA 375
countour with a beautiful view
and access to the main lake.
Quiet peaceful neighborhood
w/county maintained paved
road. Private beet dock on
main lake. Also, deck and
concrete boat ramp in protected cove w/cleep water.
Only 20 minutes from Murray. Hwy 94E to Hwy 732.
Some owner financing possible. 436-2907 or 753-7307.

•
re St.
9th
please.
Jsehold
nettling

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns

Sale
nd Dr.
9,
xercise
Jo and
tapes,
'as, Co.
telebooks,
frames,
ns, lamisc.

15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3026

CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT
POSITION
We Wont Your Resume If You Ouallfy:
1. 5-10 Years Experience Required
2. Knowledge of Commercial Building
Construction
3. Foreman level or above knowledge
4. Minimal travel will be necessary
5 Salary commensurate with ability

HOUSE and 40 acres for
sale. 436-5366 after 5pm
FAMILY room and large
master bedroom exits to
deck, walk-in closet, 2
baths, all major appliances,
drapes, timberline roof,
brick with vinyl trim, central
H/A. Calloway Ave
753-1152 or 753-3526
$62,000.
GATESBORO, beautiful
new home. 38r, 2 bath,
custom quality throughout.
Many extras 753-9463 after 5pm.

1989 YAMAHA YZ-125
753-7824
WARNING; Don't buy any
4-wheeler until you check
the amazing good buys on
new Yamaha overstocks
Just in at Town and Country
Yamaha CaN 753-8078 for
lay-away information

USED
CAR
LISTING
iiHoj,k‘m j .
1991 Cadillac Sedan
Devine - Carmine red
with red leather, 10,000
miles. Fully loaded.
1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme •
12,000 miles, charcoal
grey with grey cloth,
four door.
1991 Chevrolet
Lumina Eurospon Garnet red metallic with
grey cloth, 12,000 miles,
alloy wheels.
1991 Chevrolet Corsica
LT - Four door,charcoal
grey with burgandy
cloth, air bag, automatic,
8,000 miles.
1991 Chevrolet
Cavalier RS - White
with blue cloth,
automatic, four door,
8,000 miles.

1991 Dodge D350 - I
ton, dual rear wheels,
Cummings Turbo
Diesel, automatic,
LeDelor package. Sharp.
1991 Chevrolet
Camaro Z-28 - 5.7 liter
tune port injection, black
with grey leather. Adult
owned and operated.
1990 Cadillac Sedan
DeVille -Burgandy with
burgandy leather, 18,000
miles. Clean local car.
1989 Buick Regal Gran
Sport Coupe - With all
the buttons, digital dash,
power seat. Stop in
and see it.
1989 GNU: CI50 - Full
size luxury blue and
silver, 55,000 miles. 350
engine, sharp truck.
1989 Oldsmobile 98
Brougham - Dark blue
rnetalic, full vinyl roof,
30,000 miles. Every
option on this one.
1989 Mazda 626 LX Four door sedan, 5
speed, sunroof, cassette,
41,000 miles. Local
trade in.
1989 Mercury Sable
GS - 6 cyl., automatic,
alloy wheels, 40,000
miles. Sharp car.
1989 Cadillac Seville Lt. rosewood with
rosewood leather, 41,000
miles. Nice.
.89 Buick LeSabre •
19
Chin:oil grey with grey
cloth, full power, I owner
31,000 miles. Sharp car.
1988 OkLunobile
Cutlass Supreme
Coupe - 55,000 miles, 1
owner, automatic. Good
car for a good price.
1988 Dodge Aries 34,000 miles, automatic,
air conditioning, charcoal
metallic with grey cloth.
Local I owner trade in.
1988 Ford Aero Star
XL - 7 passenger,6 cyl.
automatic, I owner.
Sharp van with the
right price.
1987 Oldsmobile Delta
88 Royale - Burgandy
with burgandy cloth,
75,000 miles. Good
solid car.
1986 Oldsmobile 98
Regency - Beige with
red cloth, full power.
Nice car.
1986 Olds Cutlass
acre - Four door, light
blue metallic with blue,
65,000 miles.
1984 Ford Bronco 4x4V-8 automatic, air
conditioning and
everything works.
1984 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Clera Wagon! local owner, V-6,
power complete.
1983 Chevrolet
Caprice - V-8,
automatic, 1 owner, solid
car with brand new tires.
Stop in and see it.
1983 Oldsmobile Delta
88 Royale • V-8, rear
wheel drive, 88,000
miles. Local new car
trade.. Sharp.

Peppers
(*hc‘rolet14(1.mohile
Inc.

4-WHEELERS tor Kids'?
No problem The new Yel
low Jacket Fun Karts are
now in stock with a low
introductory price at Town
& Country Yamaha Call
753-8078 for more details
ALL Terrain 6 wheeler
$550 firm 753 6842
HONDA Spree motor scoo
ter 753 8642
LAY-AWAY a red, black
green or pink scooter at
Town & Country Yamaha
Call 753-8078 for lay away
details today
SEASON Clearance Bush
Hog 10 gal spot sprayers
with free mountingiit Save
$100 Reserve yours today
at Town & Country
Yamaha Call 753-8078

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks Free pick-up
759-4806 or 436-5322.

IN%

s4iuth

642 1900 or
1 M011._125-3224

Used
Trucks
1990 FORD F150 4x4
super cab swb, pick-up
Black, fiberglass topper
34,000 miles 753-7307 or
436-2907

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condibon with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

1989 KING Fisher Bass
1953 OLDS 88, 2dr. nice. boat. 19'6 w/200HP MerFord Ranchero GT, one o cury. Fully equipped Boat
the last built, real nice and motor still in warranty
753-0790.
Listed new $22,000, will
1970 VOLKSWAGEN Bee- sacrafice $9900. 753-7307
tle, $700. 1974 Volkswa- or 4.36-2907
gen Super Beetle, $1600 75HP EVINRUDE outfirm. 1985 Lincoln Town- board motor. Excellent
car, 58,000 miles. $5200. Condition. $700. Call
753-6842.
James at 435-4425
1977 THUNDERBIRD
White with green interior, in
INSIDE BOAT B
good condition. $750
CAMPER STORAGE
437-4038 after 3:30.
Small Boats....... $251mo.
1982 DATSUN, 5-speed,
Pontoon Boats. S50/mo.
$600 753-5377
Call 753-0372 or
1984 OLDS Cutlass Clara
753-4445 after 6 p.m.
Brougham, 4-door. Excellent condition. 753-2446.
1985 NISSAN 300ZX Red,
grey leather interior, t-tops,
fully loaded, high mileage
Excellent condition. $4900
OBO 498-8528 after 6pm

BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systems,
basements foundations,
driveways gravel, dirt,
sand, mulch rip rap piecing 474 2103

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning For a
tree estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references

1991 JEEP Wrangler
4x4, red 10,000 miles, BLOCK brick, concrete fin SUREWAY Tree & Stump
one-owner Joining Navy, ishing Basements foot- Remove/ Insured With full
must sell 753 7307 or ings garages, drives, line of equipment including,
436-2907
walks 30yrs experience 60ft aerial trucks and brush
13yrs in Murray area chipper To assure a safer
753 5476 Charles E3amert operation at a lower competitive cost Free esemates without obligation
refinishing,
DRYWALL,
Day or nite, 753-5484
1975 AIRSTREAM 31ft
pairs, additions and blowC Dinh Repair and MainT
rear bath, Michelin tires ing ceilings 753-4761
tenance Electrical Clean
alloy wheels, awnings all
LICENSED for electric ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
around Road ready
gas refrigeration Installa Street 753-6111 office
753-0114
Don and repair Free estr 753-0606 after 5pm
1986 29ft HOLIDAY Ramb mates 753-7203
ler Alum Lite XL Travel
RE
sales at Sears KITCHEN CABINET
trailer, microwave, awning, FENCE
&
now Call Sears 753-2310 COVERY existing doors
stereo, loaded Very dean,
woodgram forframes
with
your
for
estimate
for free
excellent condition Must
mica all colors Free estisee $10,500 753-1140 or needs
mates Wulff's Recovery
753-5677
GALLOWAY Roofing Spe- Murray 436-5560
cializing in new roofs, reroots, and tear-offs Guarwork
anteed
Mike Orten
502-753-7941

1984 CHEETAH Runabout, 140HP Merc-Cruiser
$4500 Call 759-9872

Portable Welding
& Gas Appliance
Service

GAS Work. Natural and LP
New installations and service. Ucenced and bonded
For your safety, have your
gas turnaoe or stove serviced and inspected before
winter Carter Service
Company, Ercel and Phillip
Carter 753-4684

GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience Local referenoes 489-2267

753-7161

GUTTER cleaning and leaf
raking 527-7883

Leave Message

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licenced, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35; all brands ard Street
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5
Mon -Fri.; 753-0530
WE do wallpapering, painting, cleaning. etc Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941
WELL pumps pulled and
serviced Leave message
474-8826
WILL do plumbing, installabon and repairs. All guaranteed 753-4355.

Specializing in
Space Heaters
Floor FurnaceCook Stoves
Mobile Home
Systems
LP Gas Systems
16 Yrs. Gas Experi
ence With Local
Gas Companies

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

WILL do yard work, pick-up
leaves, tree removal and
yard mowing. Free estimates 436-2528.

FREE to good home 1
Bassett
emale
502-236-9345 daytime

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWOR KING

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

Services
Offered

HANDYMAN will do plumb-Drop by & see our showroom
ing, electric and carpentry
apg surQuizrY MURRAY (Baphund Bunny Bralad)
rates
Reasonable
753-5040
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs 753-9838
1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant, and re-roofs Written guar- HAULING, yard work tree
good condition $2750 antee Local references removal, mowing Free es753-5812
timates 759-1683
759-1602.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
S
Stump
Service
TREE
Al
S
INSULATION Blown In By S
1986 MAZDA 626 GT
S
8
Free
spraying.
and
removal
Sears: TVA approved. $
2-door,5-speed, air, cruise,
S
F7171.
S
tilt, power windows, power estimates 753-0906 after Save on those high heating S
S .
1door locks, power sunroof, 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 and cooling bills Call Sears
Cassette, equalizer, 44xxx AAA Additions. Decks, 753-2310 for free estimate
actual miles. 492-8185
vinyl siding, carpentry PAINTING-Interior and Ex- S
$
-$
$
1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera work, house and floor level- terior. Free estimates. $
$
S
S
4-door, burgandy 65xxx ing, drive-ways. 40+ years Small repairs. Reasonable $
$
b aWaCI
S
miles. AM/FM stereo cas experience. Free esti- rateS. 753-6844
S
S
mates Call collect
S
sete, air. 753-6985
s
Just
A
Few
Reminders...
901-247-5173.
PAINTING and home re- $
8
8
As we are nearing the end of our "garage sale season.'
1987 MERCURY Topaz
pair, free estimates Call 8
s Per beet resuits yr u r ad should appear in the newspaper the day prior to your 8
$
2-door, excellent condition, ABLE Services Carpentry- 753-7907
6 aale. Deadlines are 2 days la edvaace and are as follow..
$
we finish basements, attics
air, new tires, 5-speed
$
$ Monday Edition ..... Friday 3 p rn Monday E411100
Tbesday 3 p.m
$3300. 435.4314 after Do electrical, plumbing, PLUMBING repairman with $ Tuesday &Ilion
Smulday 10 a.m. Frtday Edttion .. Wednesday 3 pot
weather proofing, under- same day service Call $ Wednesday E41Uon . .Monday 3 p m. Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m. $
IS
pinning, chimney sweep- 436-5255
$
Ads do have to be paid In advance and are $7.50 par day.
$
$
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE ing, hauling, tree work, etc
$
For ass/stance call. 753-1916 or come by
Free esti- $
6
A/C, tilt, crime, AM/FM, (Odd Job Specialist ) PLUMBING
Mflay
$
S
rate
Affordable
mates
rear defog $4900
$
8
436-2868
&
Ledger
Times
Classified Department
work
All
service
s
day
Same
S
753-8965 after 4pm.
S
$
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- guaranteed 492 8816
SSSSSSSS
SSSSS$SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
Thunderbird
try, remodeling, porches,
1991 FORD
ROCKY COLSON Home
13,000 miles. All power
roofing, concrete, driveRepair. Roofing, siding,
$12,000. 354-6650.
ways, painting, maintepainting, plumbing, connance, etc Free estimates.
ALPINE AM/FM Comcrete Free estimates Call
489-2303
474-2307
pact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music. ANY remodeling, painting
15yr. Anniversary Spe- & roofing. References. GALLIMORE Electric.
Licenced for commercial
We represent several top rated companies
cial. Sunset Boulevard 759-1110
and residential Free estito give you the best possible rates, benMusic. Dixieland Shopefits, and service.
ping Center. Chestnut St. APPLIANCE REPAIRS: mates. No jobs too big or
Factory trained by 3 major too small 759-1835
753-0113.
MAJOR MEDICAL
manufacturers_ Most parts
LITWILLER Building Farm
4 companies
INSURANCE
AUTO LOANS No credit in stock, on my truck All
for
set-up
and residential
checks, no down payment, work and parts warranted
7 companies
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
large projects Our busi'87-91 models Sim* and Ask for Andy at The Apquality
on
built
is
ness
NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
easy. 1-800-833-5389, 24 pliance Works, 753-2455
382-2214
HRS.
3 companies
CANCER
INSURANCE
SERVICE
APPLIANCE
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
CAR Stereo Installation Kenmore, Westinghouse.
3
INSURANCE
ACCIDENT
companies
fence, dog kennels, re753-011.3. Sunset Boulevard Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- link
Free
commercial
5
LIFE
INSURANCE
sidential,
companies
Music Murray's Alpine Car perience Bobby Hopper,
estimates 753 9785 or
4 companies
ANNUITIES
Audio Specialist, Dixieland 436-5848
753-3254
Center, 1 block from MSU
ROY
Please call us the next time you need any of
13ACKHOE Servicedorms.
ODD Jobs Rake leaves,
HILL. Septic system, dnve- yard work, hauling city or
the above insurance. Over 2,000 people
ways, hauling, foundations, county 437-4703
already have their insurance with us and
etc. 759-4664
we appreciate their business.
PAINTING or Window
CHIMNEYS 'R Us Chim- Cleaning Experienced
ney Sweeps Specializing Good references Reason
in fireboxes, chimneys, able Rates 759-9708
753-4199
dampers, general home imHopkinsvWe Federal Say. Bldg.
provements and repairs All PAINTING interior and ex
7th at Main. Murray, Ky
1988 CONQUEST Conver- work guaranteed Call Tim tenor Quality work Over
sion Mini-Van Must see to at 753-7350
"Our 29th year of service"
20 years experience Ralph
appreciate, loaded, 42,000
Worley. 759-4555
actual miles. 753-4814 af- CLEANING in and around
expen
of
Years
Murray
ter 5pm.
once, references supplied
753-2469 or 623-8955

$

gaRaq

,$

:

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

!Mandl Insurance Agency

1980 FORD Truck F-350
CC.753-7833
1984 CHEVROLET Silverado pick-up. 4x4, swb,
extra-sharp. $4800. Daytime, 753-6622 Nights.
437-4920
1986 GMC Suburban
Loaded. lowirig package, in
excellent condition. 1666
Ryan Ave.

ALL REPUES KEPT CONFIDENTIAL
Send Resume to: Box 51,
do The Mayfield Messenger
201 North 8th, Mayfield, Ky. 42068

Motorcycles

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754
BUILDER, new homes, ad.
dibons, framing, remodeling, roofs, speciality solar
green houses and homes
Fall speaal 24x24 garage,
$5555 Tripp Williams.
753-0563

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounu. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

SHIPPING SUPERVISOR
ALUCOBOND TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Alucobond Technologies, Inc. is seeking a Shipping Supervisor for
its Benton, Kentucky manufacturing facility.
You will be responsible for ensuring that finished goods are timely
and cost-effectively delivered to our customers.You will also control
the receipt of raw materials and other plant supplies. To carry out
these functions, you will supervise a staff of unionized shipper/
packers and interface with several trucking/freight companies.
Supervisory experience,strong organizational skills,and computer
literacy are absolutely required. A trucking or shipping background
is preferred.
Please forward your resume and salary history to Randall D. Fox,
Employee Relations Manager, Alucobond Technologies, Inc. Post
office Box 507, Benton, KY 42025.
-An Equal Opportunity Employer'
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Look i n

Today in 1-1i,;tor-v
Today is Friday, Nov. 8, the 312th day of 1991. There are 53 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 8, 1923, Adolf Hitler launched his first attempt at seizing
power in Germany with a failed coup in Munich that came to be known as
the "Beer-Hall Putsch."
On this date:
In 1793, the world-famous Louvre Museum in Paris opened its doors to
the public for the first time.
In 1837, Mount Holyoke Seminary, a college exclusively for women.
opened in South Hadley, Mass.
In 1889, Montana became the 41st state.
In 1904, President Theodore Roosevelt — who had succeeded the
assassinated William McKinley — was elected to a term in his own nght
as he defeated Democrat Alton B. Parker.
rn 1932, New York Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt defeated incumbent Herbert Hoover for the presidency of the United States.
In 1933, President Roosevelt created, by executive order, the Civil
Works Administration, designed to create jobs for more than 4 million
unemployed.
In 1939. the play "Life with Father," based on the book by Clarence
Day, opened on Broadway.
Ten years ago: In a nationally broadcast speech to Egypt's Parliament,
President Hosni Mubarak said the assassination 01 Anwar Sadat had been
a warning from heaven that Egypt should rid itself of religious terrorism.
Five years ago: In the Soviet Union, Vyacheslav M. Molotov, onetime
aide to Josef Stalin, died at age 96. (During World War II, Molotov
ordered the mass production of bottles filled with flammable liquid to be
used against German tanks, giving rise to the term, "Molotov cocktail.")
One year ago: President Bush ordered a new round of troop deployments in the Persian Gulf, adding up to 150,000 soldiers to the multinational force facing off against Iraq.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Norman Lloyd is 77. Actress June Havoc is
75. Actor-director Gene Saks is 70. Heart surgeon Dr. Christiaan Barnard
is 69. Singer Patti Page is 64. CBS newsman Morley Safer is 60. Actor
Alain Delon is 56. Singer Bonnie Raiu is 42. TV personality Mary Hart is
is
40. Singer-songwriter Rickie Lee Jones is 37. Singer-actor Leif Garrett
30.
Thought for Today: "Happiness is not a station you arrive at, but a
manner of traveling." — Margaret Lee Runbeck, American author
(1905-1956).

Tea years see
A 30-foot aluminum steeple, valued at $10,000, was erected on the
tower of First Presbyterian Church
to highlight the church's 50th
anniversary year.
Opal Roberts was named as
"Civitan of the Year and Frances
Whimell received "Civitan Honor
Key" at a meeting of Murray Civitan Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Lee Lyons
were married for 55 years on Nov.
6.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren McDougal
and a girl to Larry and Anita Thurman, Oct. 30.
J.C. Penney Co., Inc., has
announced its plans for a JCPenney
department store iti the Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center. It is tentatively scheduled to open next
summer.

Twenty years ego
Calloway County will receive
5110,000 for public service job
funding under the Emergency Act,
according to Congressman Frank
Albert Stubblefield.
Donna Biegert, senior from
Bricktown, N.J., was crowned as
Homecoming Queen of Murray
State University at the football
game with Murray beating Austin
Peay.
Airman Michael J. Farley, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Farley, has
been assigned to MacDill Air Force
Base, Fla., after completing an aircraft mechanic course at Sheppard
AFB, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. S.I. Futrell will be
married for 50 years on Nov. 13.
Skip Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman D. Hale, is pictured with
six-point deer taken while hunting
in the Land Between the Lakes.

Back
Thirty years sr
Lt. Col. Joseph Fowler of Murray State College ROTC talked
about "United Nations" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
New officers of Kirksey Adult
Fanner Class are Billy Tidwell,
James Brandon and Baron Palmer.
W.H. Brooks is the class instructor.
Mrs. John Ramsey of Nashville,
Tenn., has been quest of her
daughter, Mrs. William Fandrich,
Mr. Fandrich, and daughters,
Susan, Sharon and Lee Ann.
Russell Terhune, faculty member
at Murray State College, presented
a piano recital on Nov. 7 at Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSC.
Doris Watkins, bye Rowland
and Mary Graves had high individual single games in Early Bird
Bowling League at Corvette Lanes.

Forty years ago
Dr. Liza Spann, Dr. A.M. Wolfson and Dr. Walter E. Blackburn,
members of Science faculty at
Murray State College, attended the
fall meeting of Kentucky Academy
of Sciences held at Lexington.
Project leaders of Calloway
County Homemakers studied
"Table Service and Social Graces"
at a county training meeting on
Nov. 2 in the home of Mrs. Walter
Miller. Mrs. Pearl J. Haak, extension service food specialist, was
the instructor.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Compton, Oct.
27; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Tillman, Oct. 28; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Robeert Ray Buckingham,
Oct. 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gillard Ross, Oct. 30; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Cathey, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Sharpe.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: Our 17-year-old
daughter, "Marcie," is going steady
with "Brad." They are both seniors
in high school.
During Marcie's junior year, she
ran with the wrong crowd, made
some bad decisions about smoking
and drinking and, yes,even sex. She
was very honest with Brad,and now
he is being verbally abusive —
throwing her past in her face and
making her feel like dirt. She quit
smoking and drinking, but there's
rh uBtrahde,r svhie
ingdowairbo
can
sher be
tyingmte
otih
nn
gi

DEAR MOM:I know you love
comes home and cries because he
daughter and would do
your
makes her feel so cheap and dirty.
g to help her, but this is
anythin
They fight all the time about it. He
has to do herself.
Marcie
job
one
acts like her judge and jury.
She needs to forgive herself and
rebuild her self-esteem. She
What can I do'? She says she's in
not permit anyone to
should
love with him. He's the second boy
her, or make her feel
degrade
she's gone with who's been verbally
cheap.
abusive. It took Marcie a year to get
Marcie has made some misover the first one.
(who hasn't?); now she
takes
How can I help her? She doesn't
to respect herself enough
needs
want me or her dad to talk to Brad or
goodbye to anyone who
say
to
so
worried
I'm
his parents about this.
degrade her. No family
to
tries
about her. Please help.
can help Marcie. Get
member
OHIO MOM
her into counseling.Ifher school

path' COMiCS

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
BLONDE

has no counselors,try your local
departmentoffamily services or
United Way.
DEAR ABBY: A mother wrote to
you in agitation over her gay
daughter's "lifestyle." I am writing
in agitation over the use ofthat word
— as ifit is used to describe continually bizarre and abnormal behavior.
Abby, like all the rest, we are
born, we live our lives, and then we
die. Along the way we go to school,to
work, to church, we are sick and we
are well, we are happy and we are
sad,we pay taxes and give to charity,
we enjoy family and friends, we buy
cars and houses and books,we watch
TV and go to the movies, we play golf
and football and bridge, we go to
offices and factories and farms, we
vote and we volunteer, we worry
about money and politics,and we are
tired at the end ofthe day.Some ofus
love another ofthe same sex.It would
seem so small a thing, like the color
of the skin, in such a wide, wide
world.
Will you gently chide your readers, Abby, that we are all far more
alike than we are different?
NORTH CHATHAM, N.Y.
DEAR NORTH CHATHAM:
Your chiding is identical to my
philosophy.
CONFIDENTIAL TO J.N. IN
BALTIMORE:Gofor it!"Fortune
is a prize to be won.Adventure is
the road to it. Chance is what
may lurk in the shadows at the
roadside." Those are the words
of one William Sydney Porter,
whose pen name was 0. Henry.
(Surprise!)
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What information can you provide for the treatment of endometriosis? My doctor
has recommended a hysterectomy.
DEAR READER: Endometriosis is
an uncomfortable condition marked
by recurring abdominal or chest pain
acisnriated with severe menstrual
cramps. It is due to small portions of
the uterine lining (endometrium) in
abnormal locations, such as the abdominal organs. No one knows whether these abnormal nests of endornetriwork
at
The spider Mafia
urn form before birth or develop
later. But the pain can be incapacitating. Endometriosis is a major cause
of infertility.
The most common treatment of
this condition is hormone therapy. In
essence, birth control pills are prescribed daily. This suppresses ovulation and prevents the hormonal
surges that trigger the pain of
endometriosis.
If the affliction is widespread or if
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Mrs. Etta White
Mrs. Etta White, 70, died Thursday at 1 a.m. at her home in New
Albany, Ind.
She was a former resident of
Calloway County.
Survivors include her husband,
Jess White, and one daughter, Mrs.
Carolyn EMIR, New Albany; two
sons, Eulas White, Texas, and
Michael White, Massachusetts; her
mother, Mrs. Melissa Hooks; four
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Y 10

Mrs. Anna Belle Cooksey, 70,
died Thursday at 8:39 a.m. at Mesa
General Hospital, Mess, Ariz.
A former resident of New Con-

local
es or

Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary
Rowland will be Saturday at2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Henry Hargis will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
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sisters, Mrs. Gail Workman, Mrs.
Lillian Prescott, Mrs. Velva Maupin and husband, Dave, and Mrs.
Edna Vance and husband, James;
and one brother, Kelsie Hooks, all
of Murray; several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral and burial services will
be in New Albany with the Seabrook Funeral Home of New
Albany in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Anna Belle Cooksey
cord, she was a resident of Mesa.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray will be in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Mary Rowland

The funeral for James Paul Collins will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Kendrick

Burial was in St. Jerome
Cemetery.
Mr. Elliott, 46, Tiptonville,
Tenn., died Tuesday at 8:40 p.m. at
Methodist Hospital, Dyersburg,
Term.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Annie Elliott; one sister, Mrs.
Manna Garrison, Murray; three

Pallbearers were Laddie Thomas,
Randy Thomas, Jerry Carrico,
Tommy Willett, Keith Hayden and
Rudy Elliott.

stepchildren.

Mrs. Goldie C. Holland
Services for Mrs. Goldie Carraway Holland are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Ewing Stubblefield and
Gilbert Gough are officiating. The
song service is by singers from
Green Plain Church of Christ with
Danny Herndon as leader.
Pallbearers are Walter Lee Steely, Edward Curd, Gene Barrow,
Bill Champion, Brent Morris and
Charles L. Stubblefield.
Burial will follow in dreen Plain
Cemetery.
Mrs. Holland, 94, Rt. 1, Murray,
died Wednesday at 6 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Herman Holland,
died Jan. 31, 1988, and one son,
Wyvan Holland, died in September
1990.

Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Myrtlene Towery and husband, Frank, Rt. 1, Murray; one
son, George Wilton Holland and
wife, Laura, Rt. 4, Murray; three
grandchildren, Steve Towery and
wife, Cindy, Nancy Holland Curtis,
and Paul Holland; four greatgrandchildren, Heath Ryan Towery,
James Alan Curtis, Lyndi Carol
Curtis and Matthew David Curtis.

Calloway Fiscal Court
to meet Tuesday
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will hold its regular meeting
on Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 1 p.m. in
the office of Judge-Executive
George Weaks in the courthouse.
The meeting is open to the public.

Horoscopes
SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 9, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE experience a true meeting ofthe minds
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: when negotiating a joint business
Romance will be a dominant theme. venture. Share your new ideas with
Be careful not to risk a meaningful. others. A love for books draws you
lasting relationship over a temporary and a relative closer together.
infatuation! Early in 1992, partnerVIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
ships will produce better results and could run into someone from your
profits than in the past. Look forward past this weekend. Try not to get
to marked improvement in an em- involved in family arguments. Spend
ployment situation by next spring. your time and energy on projects that
Your active mind leads you to con- you truly believe in.
tinually seek newer and bigger chalLIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22): A hope
lenges. Travel is favored in August. or dream receives special attention
Keep costs down by planning ahead. today. Matters concerning your priCELEBRITIES BORN ON vacy merit everyone's notice. Find a
THIS DATE: folksinger Mary quiet place to relax with a good book.
Travers, astronomer Carl Sagan, acSCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
tor Lou Ferrigno, golfer Tom mystery is cleared up early today; its
Weiskopf.
solution will please you. Your faith
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A in someone is restored. Enjoy the
large cast of characters may get into peaceful atmosphere of an out-ofthe act when it comes to deciding the-way place. Romance deepens.
your weekend schedule. Skip a social
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
event if it becomes too complicated 21): You and your loved ones receive
or crowded. Find your own fun.
special benefits now because of
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You something you did long ago. Comget a glimpse into the future today. promise with your mate over weekMake plans for an auspicious new end social plans. More togetherness
beginning. Your outgoing personal- will lead to deeper rapport.
ity wins you many admirers. Check
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
someone's references before making A great weekend for romance, trips
a job offer.
and social events. For a good time,
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Your get in touch with old friends. Devote
special ties to a group or individual special attention to your personal apbring you new benefits now. Joint pearance if going out tonight.
financial decisions are easy to make.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Be on the lookout for bargains.Spend A good day for phoning or writing
a cozy evening at home.
people in faraway places. An influCANCER (June 21 -July 22): ential person may be hard to please.
Group gatherings enjoy highly fa- Be prepared for last-minute changes.
vorable influences this weekend. Complete pending projects.
Close marital and family ties provide
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): An
warm, loving reassurance. Evening older relative may need some advice.
hours favor unusual entertainment. Concentrate on projects you can
Examine your dreams for clues as to handle alone today,and look for ways
what you should do next.
to reduce household expenses. A good
LEO(July 23-Aug.22): You could evening to relax and unwind at home.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are industrious, determined and highly independent. They love the outdoors and will probably show a strong interest in
fishing and camping. Although these Scorpios are not particularly outgoing.
they do have a commanding presence. They are able to communicate their
views with a few well-chosen words. Loyal to a fault, these children will do
almost anything for a friend. They never stop to think of the possible cost to
themselves.

Mr. Collins, 66, of 526 South
Seventh St., Murray, died Thursday
at 4:13 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Lewis will officiate. Music will be
by Choir of Independence United
Methodist Church with Patricia
Lassiter as pianist.
Pallbearers will be Joe Pat Hut-

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maloy Outland Collins; two
daughters, Mrs. Faye Barker and
husband, John D., Rt. 2, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Theresa Hopkins and husband, Terry, Dexter; two sons,
Kenny P. Collins and wife, Pam,
and Paul Jerry Lee and wife, Clara,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Carrie
Oakley, Cadiz; 10 grandchildren;
one great-grandchild.

son, Eddie Stone, Stan Scott,
Robert Trenholm, David Ellis and

Mike Hopkins.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Graves Co. residents protest landfill

L.D. Workrnan

Funeral rites for Ronnie L.
Elliott were today at 11 Lm. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Lucian Hayden
officiated.

The Murray Fire Department
responded to two calls Thursday.
At 5:37 p.m., the Murray Fire

James Paul Collins

Some Graves County residents
Gatesborough, Murray, died Wed- are unhappy about plans for a new
nesday at 8:41 p.m. at Murray- regional landfill and plan to fight
the proposal, according to a pubCalloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, lished report.
A meeting held Thursday night
L.A. Rowland; one brother, Robert
Singleton, Paducah; one niece, Vic- at the Mayfield City Council chamki Singleton, Murray; one nephew, bers gave residents a chance to
voice complaints about a proposed
David Singleton, Paducah.
landfill to be developed by Hampton Environmental Associates of
Norwalk, Conn. The company has

Ronnie L. Elliott

Marshall County
authorities
search for hit
and run suspect
Marshall County authorities are
searching for the driver of a pickup
truck that struck a man as he
walked along Tom Lane Road
Wednesday, according to a published report.
Sheriff Brian Roy said Pat
McCain, 64, of Rt. 3 Benton, was
walking west on the shoulder of the
road about 5 p.m. when he was
struck by a dual-wheeled pickup
truck about five miels west of
Benton.
Roy said one of the truck's outside mirrors struck McCain and
knocked him to the ground.
McCain suffered injuries to his
back, ribs and left arm, Roy said.
Officers believe the driver knew
he struck the man because there
were skid marks on the road. but
the truck did not stop, Roy said.
McCain walked to a nearby house
and called for help. He was listed
in stable condition in Marshall
County Hospital Thursday.
Residents with information can
contact authorities at 527-3112.

a contract with the county to purchase and operate the Graves County
landfill through its affiliate, Graves
County Environmental Associates
LTD.
Residents around the landfill
area, however, have signed a petition against the proposal and will
present it to the Graves County Fiscal Court when they meet Monday
to approve the proposal.
The landfill, if approved, will
serve six Pennyrile counties and 17
out-of-state counties in Tennessee,
Missouri and Illinois as well as the
Purchase area.
Residents complained about possible smell and litter problems that
would be caused by a landfill as
well as possible groundwater contamination and destruction of
roads.

Jury can't find
verdict for Stroup
A trial against a former Mayfield
police officer will apparently have
to be done again after a jury failed
to return a verdict Thursday,
according to a published report.
Johnny Stroup, 40, was found
not guilty on first degree rape and
first degree burglary charges but
the jury was split 6-6 on handing
down lesser charges that were
among their options.
Instead of the heaviest charges,
the jury could have found him guilty of criminal intent to commit rape
or sexual assault or first or second
third degree burglary.
Circuit Judge James Chenault
dismissed jurors. Madison County
Commonwealth Attorney Tom
Smith said he is preparing for
another trial on all charges.
Stroup is accused of breaking
into the room of a female police
recruit and raping her while both
were attending the police academy
at Richmond in August 1990.

I/nest/tient, Since 11174

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.........+7.61
DJIA Previous Close
3054.11
Air
+ 3/1
A.T.C. Clan
54112B 543/4A
A T & T......
...... 383/4 + 14
Bank of Murray'......200B 240A
Bell South
491/2 unc
Briggs & Stratton
421/4 unc
................123/4 + 1/s
Dean Foods.....-5,...—.3034 + 1/1
Exxon ............_.....60'I +
Fisher Price.,,
313/4 • 1/4
Ford Motor
2634 unc
General
.....
+
General Motors
343/4 unc
.
Goodyear
1/4
I B M........................-1003/4
Ingersoll Rand..............523/4 + 1/2
4414 - 1/4
Ky. Utilities.................253/4 + 1/4
L G & E........
4534 + 3/s
McDonalds
3534 + 'Is
J.C. Penney
5114 + 1/4
Peoples First"........... 24B 243/4A
Quaker Oats
6334 • 1/1
ScherIng-Plough..............6314 unc
Sears .................
373/4 Texaco--..... ......
1/4
Time Warner
901/2 + 3/4
US'T............... .....
541/4
Wal-Mart......
491/4 +

Department's rescue vehicle was
dispatched to the Central Center
parking lot where an infant had
been unintentionally locked inside
a vehicle.
The firefighters found the door
handle to be inoperable and used

One person
hurt in three
car accident
A three-car accident Thursday
sent one person to the hospital,

according to a report from the Murray Po!ice Department.
Sean W. Burkey, 26, of 305
Kirkwood, was southbound on 12th
Street when his brakes apparently
failed causing him to enter the
intersection of 12th and Sycamore
where he struck a car driven by
Mary Linn, 39, of 1607 Catalina,
who was eastbound on Sycamore
around 6:56 a.m., police said. The impact sent Burkey's car
into a third car stopped at the
intersection driven by Dorothy
O'Bryan, 64, of Rt. 1 Dexter,
police said.
Linn suffered minor head injuries and transported to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, police
said. No other injuries were
reported.

1.:

minimum equipment to gain entry.
At 6:32 p.m., nine firefighters,
two pumpers, one aerial and one
rescue vehicle responded to an
alarm at Briggs and Stratton.
Personnel from the plant contacted authorities and reported the
alarm to be a non-fire condition
and department personnel were
called back to the station.

e*.

HOG MARKET
Federal.State Market Nems Service November Ilk 1191
Kentucky Purchase Area Mot Market Report Includes 4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. MS,Est 414 Barrows k
Gilts steady to SO Rover Sows Moody
LS 1.2 230-250 lbs.53400-34.50
US 1-2 210-230 lbs.533.00-35.50
US 2-3 230.244 Um._S35.50.3000
US 3-4 260-270
534.50-35.50
Sours
US 1.2 270.350 lbs.-524.00-27.00
CS 1.3 300.400
.......
CS 1.3 400.525
US 1.3 525 and up-,
-S29.43-32.00
US 2-3 300-500 1114.----------S25.00-24.00
Boors 522.00.24.00

Contract Bridge
Test Your Dummy Play
1. You are declarer with the West
hand at Six Diamonds, and North
leads the king of hearts. How would
you play the hand?
WEST
EAST
4 10873
4 AKQ
✓ 10
v A865
• AKQ.19
• 1082
4.K72
+A53

favorable spade division to make the
slam. That is what you'd be forced to
rely on if the trumps split 4-1, but once
you disclose a 3-2 division at trick
four, you are sure of making the slam
by ruffing dummy's hearts. By scoring six trump tricks instead of the
obvious five, you raise your total from
the obvious 11 tricks to 12.
2. The contract can be made no
matter how the North-South cards are
distributed, but the proper procedure
must be followed to assure nine tricks.
It would be wrong to lead a heart at
trick two because you could go down
if South took the ace, returned a club,
and it turned out that North had the ace
of diamonds and five clubs to the king,
and the hearts divided 4-2.
The proper play is a spade to the ten
at trick two, followed by a low heart
from dummy. If South has the ace he
cannot profitably play it — that would
give you nine tricks — so let's assume
he follows low. Wiu with the queen,
play the jack of spades to the queen,
and lead a low diamond. Again South
must duck if he holds the ace,and you

'se

2. You are declarer at Three
Notrump and North leads the five of
clubs, on which South plays the jack.
How would you play the hand?
WEST
EAST
•AKJ3
+Q105
Q64
WKJ72
4Q52
• KI064
•AQ10
•63
1. Win with the ace, ruff a heart
with the jack, cash the ace of diamonds and lead the diamond nine to
the ten. If both opponents follow suit,
ruff another heart, play a spade to the
queen, and ruff dummy's last heart
with your last trump.
Now lead a club to the ace, cash the
eight of diamonds,discarding a club,
and cash the-A-K of spades. If the now have eight sure triCks. Mother
spades are divided 3-3, or if the jack heart lead nails down number nine.
falls singleton or doubleton, you make
The outcome is the same if North
seven; otherwise, you make six.
has either or both red aces. He cannot
If you drew trumps right away, in- safely return a club and you have all
stead of ruffing dummy's hearts, you the time in the world to establish nine
would be committing yourself to a tricks.
Tomorrow: A first-rate performance.
c 1991 King Features Syndocate, ln
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for the Holidays?
For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent (
our lightweight, easyto-use Host Machine
and get

$3.00 OFF

„

.?"

Paint & Decorating

Southside Shopping Center

COUPON

753-3321

Coupon good thru February 8, 1992

Lyons is trading sort Ics ?Ns stxk
"Hard Lyons Is•rnorkis milker in this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

64&
HIWARD
LYONS

lin /it sf fritti.fmerif f. )tott.
W.t. trey.
Stoke PIM rid SIPC

.••

"paducah's
MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see — you'll agree
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PECAN HALVES
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'92 DODGE 250 CONVERSION VAN
Powerhouse
230 h p
autornanc with overdnve, olt cruise, power windowsAocks, infinity
sound system,ktdory aluminum wheels, captains
chairs, 3 Vista Bay windows, fiberglass running
boards, oak trim throughout, sofa bed, ladder,
wired
TVNCR. Los more. Built by Ciassic
Coaches List $24,364.
gams
Tax, Lic. Extra

'19,164

Cain's *
A.,ff
CNRYSLER.PLVMOUTH-000GE4EMEAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 7564448

fresh shipment just received

79
ful pound
$
4
Ihe Party Mar

t

$00 Lees 041 R41.
liesares fibeepawe Pleas

OlotH

P. 16P.P4. — 11.4. & Sea. $1 11 P.M.
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Murray Fire Dept. responds to calls

Mrs. Rowland, 86, of 2000

The funeral for L.D. Workman
Mr. Workman, 68, Rt. 6, Murwill be Saturday at 11 am in the ray, died Thursday at 7:50 a.m.
at
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Home. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
officiate.
Gail Hooks Workman; one son,
Burial will follow in Murray - Danny Workman, Florida; two
City Cemetery.
brothers, Elmo Workman, St. Clair
Friends may call from 5 to 9 Shores, Mich., and Fred Workman
p.m. today (Friday) at the funeral and wife, Jessie, Murray; three
home.
grandchildren.
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Murray High School releases honor roll

CALLOWAY COUNTY
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

rt.-"•-`

School practices teamwork

S.

"Teamwork" is the key word at
Calloway Middle School this year.
Students and teachers in grades 6-8
are actively involved with learning.
There are six main teams of students within the school. The teams
have special names with indentifying logos.
The 6th grade teams are Plus 1
and Plus 2. The 7th grade teams
are T-N-T 7 and SIP 7. The 8th
grade teams are T-N-T 8 and SIP
8.
Plus 1 has been doing cooperative learning, city planning. designing and drawing a city, and did a
walking tour of the city of Paducah. This team stresses life skills
and problem solving with their
math and reading "plus" classes.
Plus 2 has been working with the
writing process in language arts,
listening to a Dale Carnegie speaker, touring the MSU Waterfield
Library while studying research
skills, writing essays about "Voting" and taking many other interesting and informative field trips.
This team has also started a club
for "Budding Authors" and a
"Craft Club."
T-N-T (Teams and Topics) 7 has
also been involved in a new style
of learning. The team's first topic
was "In Search of Self" and all of
the subjects' curriculum was integrated toward this topic.
Students worked on positive attitudes toward learning and building
self-esteem through such activities
as an "I Can't Funeral" (where
negative "I Can'ts" were buried), a
unit on Jesse Stuart and A Penny's
Worth of Character, writing autobiographies, making personal timelines of their lives, and studying

character building with a unit about
the U.S. presidents and a short
story unit.
T-N-T 7 also visited the Fitness
Center, had a Body Cues Party
which wsa part of a study on the
physical self where correct foods
were discussed along with physical
fitness and emotional fitness.
SIP 7 has been busy as well. A
special event was when the reading
classes went to the MSU Theater
for a special presentation of "The
Fantasticks."
TNT 8 has just finished the first
topic of the year, "Through the
Looking Glass." The team studied
the student as an individual and the
student in society.
Activities included writing autobiographies with pizza box logos,
studying the student in the family,
at school and in the community
with field trips, a short story unit
and science and social studies
activities, a study of local and state
government, and tours of the court
house, city hall and MSU libraries.
The team also visited the Catherine
the Great Exhibit in Memphis,
Tenn.
STP 8 is working on soil conservation essays, visited the Cathenne
the Great exhibit, and had a large
academic tournament for all SIP 8
students with questions from all
subject areas. This team also is
going to the MSU library as part of
a research unit done through their
9-week reading units.
It has been so busy around
CCMS that you will just have to
drop by to see what's happening,
but be careful or you will become
part of the "teamwork," and it will
be difficult to leave.

MSU Jazz Band to perform
The Murray State University
Jazz Band will perform on Thursday. Nov. 14, at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center ballroom

Annual Alpha
Epsilon Rho
auction set
Murray State University's chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho national
broadcasting fraternity will broadcast an auction from 7:30 to 10:30
p.m., Nov. 12-14, on cable channel
11.
According to Terry Dublin,
fraternity president, the annual
event usually raises $1,500 that is
deposited in the club's general
fund. "We use the money for two
scholarships, one for a transfer student and the other for a senior. It
also goes for equipment purposes."
he said.
Items to be auctioned range from
T-shirts and sunglasses to comic
books, Dublin said. The articles are
donated by area retailers.
The hosts for the evenings will
be students Steve Schwetman and
Michelle Hagan, with various
guests from the university and
community. Members of Alpha
Epsilon Rho and other volunteer
students will answer the phones.

The free concert will be the first
performance of the season for the
band. According to director John
Schlabach, members will present "a
wide variety of modern and more
traditional jazz band arrangements"
including works by Spyro Gyra,
Woody Herman, Chick Corea, and
Pat Metheny. Count Basic's "Satin
Doll" and George Gershwin's "'S
Wonderful" will also be played.
The Murray State Jazz Band is
composed of 24 student musicians.
The band has two full concerts
scheduled for the spring 1992
Semester.

9th Grade
All A's — Kcisa Bennett, Dana
Blankenship, Rachel Cella, Lori
Cook. Angela Fairbanks, David
Graves, Caleb Johnson, Joel Johnson,
and Tracy Pervine.
All As and B's — Catherine Bates,
Lindsay Branch, Amy Bryan, Wade
Denton, Amanda Haneline, Allison
Hocking, Crystal Johnson, John Key,
Mary Maddox,Patricia Maxwell,Casey McNutt, Bonnie Payne, Connie
Payne, Richard Robinson, and Jason
Rouse.
10th Grade
All A's — Misty Clark, Christopher
Fuhrmann, Samuel Green, Sarah
Klaus, Megan Malinauskas, Heather
Scott, and Margaret Snyder.
All A's and B's —Clay Bolin, Kathlyn
Borriba, Katrina Bnttain, Damon Co-

Fall Senior Day set
Murray State University will
host its second Fall Senior Day
Saturday, Nov. 16, for area high
school seniors, their parents and
friends.
Registration for the event will
begin at 8:30 a.m. in the Curris
Center, according to Carmen Garland, assistant director of School
Relations at Murray State.
Prospective students will have
the opportunity to visit the college
of their choice: Business and Public Affairs; Education; Fine Arts
and Communication; Humanistic
Studies; Industry and Technology;
or Science.
Personnel from the Office of
Student Financial Aid will be available to discuss loan, grant and
scholarship programs. A tour of
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Center
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
E. Main (Hwy. 94E)
80

759-9831

campus facilities, including residence halls, is also scheduled for
the visitors, Garland said.
After the morning program, students, their parents and guests are
encouraged to stay and be guests of
the university for lunch and the
MSU Racer football game with
Southeast Missouri at 1:30 p.m.
Free tickets for the Ohio Valley
Conference match-up will be
available.
High school seniors from Murray
State's four-state area of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri
are invited to attend Senior Day.
Students who are interested may
register by calling the Office of
School Relations toll-free at
1-800-272-4678, extension #1 or
(502) 762-2896.

Duo recitalists to play at MSU
Flutist Paul Thompson and pianist Steve Larson, who have pei-formed as duo recitalists throughout the Midwest, will present a
recital at Murray State University
on Tuesday evening Nov. 12.
Their performance, to begin at 8
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
is open to the public at no admission charge.
Works to be performed include
"G Minor Sonata" by Bach, "Syrinx" by Debussy and "Introduction,
Theme and Variations" by
Schubert, as well . Is pieces by
Berkeley, Chopin, Rivier, Bozza
and Messiaen.
Thompson, who lives in Cape
Girardeau, Mo., is an adjunct
instructor of flute at Murray State.
He earned the undergraduate

Thousands
of

degree at the London College of
Music in England and the master's
at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee.
Larson, who performs with the
Milwaukee Ballet and frequently as
a recitalist in the Midwest, earned
the undergraduate degree at the
University of Milnesota and the
master's at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
They were colleagues at the Wisconsin Conservatory of Music and
at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee.

HY-KLAS
Paint Colors
at Great
Saving Prices.
Have You Been'

B&B
DECI 3UORE

Get Your FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac

If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a 6 month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
we'll give you a 1992 Farmers'
Almanac FREE!

Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery
•

Buy Any Large Pizza at
Regular -Price, Get a
Large Pizza
Orto na I C rust
L:P to i° aerns

For Only

(While Supplies Last)

therray Ledger & Times
Mu

$299

1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray

•Not Good With Any Other Specials
•Expires 11/14/91
*Must Present
Coupon Before Ordering

What anger does
to the body
Anger alerts the body's sympathetic nervous system, and
a "fight or flight" mechanism
stimulates the body to produce
an excess of chemical messengers called *Iiormones." Two of
these hormones, adrenaline
and noradrenaline, can raise
blood pressure, quicken the
heart beat and dilate the pupils. The parasympathetic system emits another hormone,
acetylcholine, that cancels the
alert. Unfortunately, people
who routinely turn hostile
have a defective parasympathetic system that doesn't
call off their alerts. As a result,
blood pressure and heart rate
remain high. The long-term
results? A weakened heart
and stiffened arteries, among
other things.

mit OBI IMO OW

•

YES,

All Murray High Supporters
Remember..,

I would like to have my ERIE
1992 Farmers' Almanac. Please
enter my subscription or renewal for (please check one).

Murray High

'Senior Sendoff
Night"
4
Monday, Nov. 11th

Out of Town Subscription

O Six Months
O One Year

$54.50
$64.50

Local Subscription
C3 Six Months

•One Year

$28.50
$57.00

NAME

at Mr. Gatti's
•

All You-Can-Eat Pizza and
SpaGatti Buffet

ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

5:00-8:30 p.m. Only

*Coupon Good
Monday, Nov. 11th Only s

Present Coupon
Before Ordering
Not Good With Any
Other Specials

*Must
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SPECIALS

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

accept Sue Cross

12th Grade
All A's — Kelsey Christopher,
Suelene Chu,Boyd Hainsworth, April
Haneline, Kaylin Haverstock,Catherine Hurt, and Jamie Walker.
Christy Beane,
All A's and B's

Christy Bell, Chris Brandon, Thomas
Cary, Laura Davis, Kareem Duffy,
Marianne Gilbert, Dana Hohrnan,
Kristen Homback, Jennifer Howe,
Justin Hubbard, Nicole Jedan, Kelly
Krouse, Matthew Krug, Matthew
Lawson, Brad Nunnallly, Tia Raybum, Alexis Royalty, Bill Sanders,
Brent Thompson, and Aaron Whitaker.

Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?

Capsule
Summary

519 S. 12th • 753-7688

11th Grade
All A's — Aimee Lyn Clark, Kacey
Guin, Peter Johnson, Shawn Kellie,
Belinda Lockhart, Melissa Muscio,
and Christy Walters.
All A's and B's — Philip Brown,Chris
Burgess, Michael Can, David Chu,
Scott Conklin, Ginger Crouch, Thomas Feldman, Mary Beth Friend,
Darren Gantt, Jennifer Goodell,
Karina Holden, Carolyn Jackson, Ni-

cholas Jones, Brad McClain, Vaedra
Roseman-Sowerby, Dennis Whittaker, and Dustin Wilson,

Is your subscription
running out?

Walter's Pharmacy

'We

hoon, Brian Flickinger, David Gresslar, Andrew Gupton, Laura Hubbard,
Noelle Jedan, Victoria Holton, Scott
Krieb, Jill Miller, Stephanie Mott,
Allison Pritchett, Beth Rose, Fred
Sowerby, Melony Stambaugh, Michael Steffey, Todd Vinson, Jasmine
VonVolkinburgh, Mau Weatherly,
and Derek Whittaker.

CHESTNUT STREET • 753-6656

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-1916
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Krug, Matthew
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